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ABSTRACT

A photoresist ashing technique hasbeen developed which,when used in conjunction with

conventional optical lithography, permits controlled definition of the gate of deep-

submicrometer MOSFETs. This technique can also be extended to other lithographic

processes, such as e-beam and x-ray. Comprehensive studies based on the performance and

hot-electron reliability have shown that the basic physics associated with deep-submicrorneter

devices is similar to that of their longer-channel counterparts. Therefore, existing device

design guidelines and models can still be used with minor modifications. A set of design

curves has been generated based on experimental results with various mechanisms under con

sideration. With these design curves, the trade-offs between device dimensions and power sup

ply for a particular technology can be observed. The relative importance of each mechanism

can also be identified.

A semi-empirical MOSFET drain current model accurate down to quarter-micron chan

nels, suitable for digital as well as analog applications has been developed. Both the drain

current and the output resistance are accurately modeled. The first derivative of the drain

current equation is continuous from the subthreshold region to the strong-inversion region and

from the linear region to the saturation region, for all biases. This model has been imple

mented in SPICE3. A parameter extraction system dedicated to the model was also developed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, MOS devices have been miniaturized to achieve higher packing den

sity, higher integration levels, and higher current drive. Recentadvances in process technology

[1.1-1.7] have made deep-submicrometer MOSFETs potential candidates for next generation

ULSI designs. However, by decreasing channel length while maintaining the current power

supply voltage, the electric fields in the device will further increase, causing the device charac

teristics to deviate from the long-channel behaviorand also creating reliability problems.

The two high-field effects most pronounced on device performance are the mobility

degradation due to vertical-field [1.8-1.11] and the carrier velocity saturation [1.12,1.13]. Both

effects cause the MOSFET drain current drive to increase at a slower rate than that predicted

by simple scaling theories. The threshold voltage shift and subthreshold swing are also larger

at shorter channel lengths and high drain voltages [1.14-1.20] which make short-channel MOS

transistors more difficult to turn off. Such parameter variations have a severe impact on worst

case circuitdesign rules and pose serious problems in VLSI process control.

More consequences of the high electric fields in submicrometer devices are the hot-

electron effects [1.21,1.22] due to impact ionization in the velocity saturation (pinch-off)

region. The injection of energetic elections released by impact ionization into the Si-Si02

interface generates interface traps that degrade the device characteristics, and results in long-

term reliability problems [123-127]. The substrate current, which is composed of impact-

ionization-generated holes, can overload the substrate-bias generator and causes snap-back and

CMOS latch-up [1.28,1.29]. In addition to the performance and hot-electron reliability, which

are two major concerns for the feasibility of deep-submicrometer MOSFETs in circuit applica

tions, the increasing complexity in circuit designs and fabrication processes is another subject

to consider in developing VLSI/ULSI systems.
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Hot-electron effects and their related reliability issues together with the already compli

cated short-channel effects make deep-submicrometer MOS device design much more difficult

man ever. From a device design point of view, fabricating devices with optimal performance

and reliability requires a comprehensive understanding of the trade-offs among many factors

such as device dimensions, device performance, parameter variations, and process complexity.

From a circuit design point of view, to expedite VLSI system design and to reduce develop

ment overhead, it is necessary to start the circuit design in the early stages of technology

development and to predict the circuit behavior as accurate as possible before the circuit is

actually fabricated. However, previous reports on deep-submicrometer devices have focused

on how to fabricate these devices without formulating any design guidelines, which makes

optimal device design almost impossible. For circuit simulations, most existing MOSFET

models are not accurate enough for the deep-submicrometerregime.

This dissertation provides a unified understanding of deep-submicrometer devices through

experimental study of basic device characteristics and hot-electron effects. By investigating the

effects of device parameter variations on various design constraints, different types of device

design curves are obtained. An accurate MOSFET model is also developed based on an

improved physicalunderstanding of deep-submicrometer transistors.

1.1 Device design

Traditional electrostatic approaches to scaled device designs have been based on generic

guidelines known as constant-field [1.30], constant-voltage, and quasi-constant-voltage [1.31]

scaling laws. A summary of these scaling laws and the results are given in Table 1.1 [1.32].

The constant-field (CE) scaling law was first proposed by Denarrd. According to this scaling

law, all the device parameters and the power supply are scaled by the same factor k so that the

internal electric field strength and patterns are unchanged after scaling. However, because the

CE scaling also proportionally reduces the power supply, it lacks TTL compatibility and also

reduces the device current driving capability and signal-to-noise ratio.
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To avoid the TTL compatibility problems, the constant-voltage (CV) and quasi-constant-

voltage (QCV) scalings were proposed. Under these scaling laws, the device dimensions are

also scaled by the same factor k as in theCE case, but the power supply is kept constant (CV)

or scaled down by a factor of Vk (QCV). Although these non-constant field scaling laws are

more practical and result in better device and circuit performance, the hot-electron effects are

muchmore severe because the channel electric field in the velocity saturation region is increas

ing rapidly as the device channel length is reduced. .For this reason, it has been generally

recognized that as long as the power supply remains high for practical considerations, some

type of hot-electron-resistant structure, like LDD, is needed for submicrometer MOS transis

tors.

In reality, however, some device parameters, such as the source and drain junction

depths, are relatively unscalable for most technologies, and the power supply can not be easily

scaled. All of these scaling laws are difficult to apply in practice. They are only used as con

ceptual guidelines for minimizing the short-channel and/or hot-electron effects. Practical scal

ing approaches should be developed based on device performance limitations and constraints as

proposed by Masuda [1,33], Brews [1.34], and Shichijo [1.35] for near-micron devices.

Because of technology advances, these design curves and conclusions are not applicable in the

deep-submicrometer regime. More recent studies for 0.5um devices were reported by Takeda

[1.36] and Kakumu [1.37]. However, these studies are incomplete as only few design con

straints were considered. For deep-submicrometer devices, more physical effects are becoming

important and should be taken into considerations when developing design guidelines.

In the first part of this report, a comprehensive study of the performance and reliability

constraints on the device dimensions and power supply of deep-submicrometer MOSFETs is

presented. A set of design curves, extracted from experimental results, are developed based on

the following considerations: short-channel and dram-induced-barrier-lowering effects, off-state

leakage current, hot-electron reliability, time-dependent dielectric breakdown, current driving

capability, voltage gain, and switching speed. Although these design curves are only for n-
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channel non-LDD devices, the same methodology can still be applied to other technologies

including p-channel and LDD devices.

1.2 Device Modeling

With increasing system complexitydue to high-level integration, an efficient circuit simu

lator with accurate device models becomes an indispensable tool in VLSl/ULSI designs. A

complete device model must be capable of predicting device characteristics for all operating

modes over a wide range of device dimensions. Since models with underlying equations

derived from semiconduaor physics are more extendible to include new physics and suitable

for process control and diagnosis, most early MOSFET models are physics-based models.

However, with the ever decreasing device dimensions, an accurate model based fully on device

physics is impossible to develop due to the 3-dimensional nature of small-geometry devices

and other high-field effects. Even if it were feasible, the complicated equation forms involved

in a fully physical model would have prohibited its usage for circuit simulation purposes.

Furthermore, a fully physics-oriented modeling approach usually makes the parameter

extraction very difficult The desire to achieve more accurate modeling and alleviate

difficulties in parameter extraction created the need to add empirically-based parameters to the

existing physical parameters. This type of model is categorized as a semi-empirical model.

The semi-empirical model retains the basic functional form of fully physics-based models while

replacing sophisticated equations by empirical equations with fitting parameters to account for

small-geometry effects and minor process variations. Since semi-empirical models have the

advantages of simplicity and computational efficiency, all models in circuit simulations to date,

to a certain extent, have been semi-empirical models.

It has been shown that properly designed deep-submicron MOSFETs exhibit device

characteristics similar to those of their longer-channel counterparts [1.38], but significant

second-order effects due to previously negligible physical phenomena make existing drain

current models unsatisfactory. Furthermore, many of the drain current models used for circuit
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simulations are inadequate in modeling the output resistance and the weak-inversion charac

teristics, which are very important for analog applications. Since deep-submicron devices typi

cally have thin gate oxides, the inversion-layer capacitance becomes comparable to the gate

capacitance, which is an important factor to consider in circuit simulations. In order to bridge

the gap between deep-submicrometer devices and circuit simulations, a MOSFET drain current

model accurate down to quarter-micron channel lengths, suitable for digital as well as analog

applications has been developed based on an improved physical understanding of deep-

submicrometer MOS transistors.

13 Outline

Chapter 2 describes the fabrication process and some of the characterization procedures

for the deep-submicrometer MOSFETs used in this study.

Chapter 3 describes some device characterization methods important to the short-channel

devices.

Chapter 4 presents a set of design curves derived from experimental results based on a

wide range of design considerations. These design curves provide comprehensive design

guidelines for deep-submicrometer devices. The relative importance of various mechanisms is

also identified.

Chapter 5 describes a deep-submicrometer MOSFET drain current model suitable for both

digital and analog simulations. The basic algorithm and theory for parameter extraction are

also briefly described.

Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation.
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Device parameter CE CV QCV

Power supply (VDD) 1/k 1 1/Vk

Gate oxide (T^ l/fc ltfc 1/k

Channel length (L) l/k 1/k 1/k

Channel width (W) 1/k 1/k 1/k

Junction depth pCp l/k 1/k 1/k

Doping concentration (Nsub) k k k

Threshold voltage (V^ 1/k 1 1/tfc

Saturation current (Idsat) 1/k Vk 1

Transconductance (go) 1 * v*

Output resistance (R^J 1 1/k 1/k*4

Unity gain frequency (fT) k k2 k*2

Power dissipation (P) 1/k2 * 1/k2

Power density (P/WL) 1 k*2 ,^2

Subthreshold swing (S) 1 1 1

Table 1.1 Results of various scaling laws.
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Chapter 2

DEVICE FABRICATION

The devices used in this study were n-channel non-LDD transistors fabricated using an

NMOS technology with a photoresist-ashing technique [2.1] to define the gates of deep-

submicrometer devices. Since most steps of this process are common to those of standard

fabrication processes, only the major procedures are described. A complete process flow is

given in Appendix A.

2.1 Fabrication process

The starting wafers have p-type substrates with 15-30 flum bulk resistivity. A blanket

boron (Bll) implant of 1.5 x 1012 cm"2 at 70 KeV was used for both field and punchthrougi

controls. The active area was defined using LOCOS. The field oxide thickness of 2800 &

was grown in wet oxygen at 950°C and annealed innitrogen for 20minutes at the same tem

perature. The enhancement threshold implant dose (Bll at 30KeV) were chosen to yield a

long-channel threshold voltage around 0.65V for all gate oxide thicknesses. An array of deple

tion implant dose (As, 50KeV) were used for these wafers because of the difficulty in deter

mining the threshold voltage due to severe short-channel effects indepletion-mode devices.

Various gate oxide thicknesses, 3.6,5.6,7.2, 8.6, and 15.6nm, were grown indry oxygen

at 800-900°C, depending on the oxide thickness. Immediately after the gate oxidation, alayer

of 2500 A phosphorus-doped polysilicon was deposited using LPCVD. After the gate

definition, which will be described in more detail in next section, the n+ source/drain regions

were implanted (As, 3 x 1015 cm"2, 50KeV) with (f inclination to avoid asymmetric device

characteristics [22]. Then, a layer of 3000 & undoped LTO was deposited at 450 °C and

densified at 900 °C for 20 minutes in dry oxygen. After etching the contact hole, 2500 X
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phosphorus-doped polysilicon was deposited at 650 °C and activated in nitrogen at 900°C for

15 minutes. This polysilicon served as a buffer layer to prevent aluminum from spiking

through the source/drain region into the substrate. Finally, the contacting metal (A/ with 2%

Si) was sputtered and defined, followed by an etch of thepolysilicon outside the contact area.

In order to minimize the junction depth, all of the subsequent thermal cycles after the

source/drain implantation were limited to 900 °C or below, and the total amount of time

required by these thermal cycleswas less than 60 minutes. The junction depth was determined

to be 0.18um from spreading resistance technique. The lateral diffusion was estimated to be

about0.025um from SEM pictures.

2.2 Photoresist-ashing technique

Because of the limited resolution of conventional optical lithography, e-beam direct writ

ing and X-ray lithography have been the principal techniques used to fabricate deep-

submicrometer devices [2.3,2.4]. However, both techniques are complicated and expensive, hi

addition, their impact on the long-term device reliability as a result of exposing the device to

high-energy radiation has yet to be fully characterized.

In this study, a photoresist-ashing technique has been developed which, when used in

conjunction with conventional g-line optical lithography, permits the controlled definition of the

gates of deep-submicrometer devices. Although this technique does not help to improve the

circuit layout design rules, it does provide an alternative, economical, and efficient means for

device-level studies of deep-submicrometer MOSFETs. When this technique is applied to an

existing process, it will improve the circuit performance because of the enhanced device

current drive due to smaller channel length beyond lithography limits. Since most polymer-

based resist materials are ashable with oxygen plasma, this photoresist-ashing technique can

also be extended to supplement other lithographic process, such as those of e-beam and X-ray.
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Fig. Zl Aschematic diagram of the photoresist-ashing process, (a) before ashing, (b)
after ashing.
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The basic idea of this photoresist-ashing technique is very simple as is illustrated in Fig.

2.1. First, photoresist with near-micron size was defined using conventional optical lithography

and developed (Fig. 2.1a). Then the wafers are isotropically etched inoxygen plasma ata cali

brated rate until the designated pattern size is achieved (Fig. 2.1b). Since the left and right

sides of the photoresist are etched at the sametime, the horizontal dimension is etched at twice

the rate of the vertical dimension. The photoresist after etching has an ultra-fine pattern but

still with enough thickness to define thepolysilicon gates.

2.2.1 Wafer preparation

Kodak 820 photoresist was spun at 4600 rpm for 25 seconds and soft-baked for 1 minute

at 100°C, resulting in aphotoresist thickness of 1.1 um before etching. Transistors gates with

mask-level lengths ranging from 0.5 to 1.6 um, with 0.1 um increment, were defined using

GCA 6200 10X wafer stepper (g-line, X= 436nm), developed, and hard-baked at 120°C for

15 minutes. Since the resolution of g-line optical lithography is only about lum, the pho

toresist patterns with lengths less than lji would not have sharp edges under nominal focus and

exposure. To obtain consistent photoresist profiles and step coverage for all mask-level dimen

sions, a focus-exposure testusing specially designed test patterns was performed on GCA 6200

wafer stepper before the wafers were exposed. By examining these photoresist test patterns

using various focus-exposure combinations, optimal values were determined. This calibration

procedure was the most critical step in the process. Depending on the condition of the light

source, the optimal exposure and focus deviated as much as ±20% and ±5%, respectively, from

their nominal values.

222 Etching process

Although this photoresist ashing process could have been done in any oxygen plasma

etching system, the Technics-C plasma etcher was used in this study because it has been used

in descuming the photoresist in the Micro-Electronics Fabrication Laboratory. The optimal

etching condition for this purpose is still unknown; however, it was found that high controlla-
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bflity and uniformity could be achieved at an oxygen pressure of 300 mTorr and an RF power

of SOW. A horizontal etch rate (per side) of 0.035um/min and vertical etch rate of 0.04|i/min

under these etching conditions were observed. The differing etch rates were due to a slight

anisotropy of the system.

223 Experimental results

Fig. 22 shows SEM-measured gate length (Lsem) versus ashing time for four different

mask-level gate lengths (L^..A The lateral etching rate was calculated from the slopes of

these lines and the vertical etching rate was calculated from the photoresist thicknesses before

and afteretching using an Alpha-Step profiler. These parallel lines indicate that the etching rate

was relatively constant during the process and is independent of the initial photoresist size and

profile. In preparing these samples, an exposure about 15% under nominal exposure was

determined to be the optimal exposure value. This under exposure explains why the pho

toresist length Lsem is slightly larger than the mask-level length l^* before ashing (ashing

time = 0 min) in Fig. 22.

Due to the slow etch rate, this ashing process was easily controlled and reproduced. The

integrity of the photoresist profile was also preserved throughout the ashing process. Fig. 2.3

displays the effective channel length L^ as a function of l^* for two different ashing times.

These parallel lines suggest a consistent photoresist profile for all mask-level channel lengths

that is independent of ashing time, which demonstrates that the correct focus and exposure

values were used. The effective channel lengths, I^r, were extracted using a capacitance tech

nique [25], Another independent method to derive L^ which measures the resistance of the

gate polysilicon lines also confirms the results in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3.
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Fig. 22 SEM measured gate length versus ashing time for various mask-level channel

lengths.

Fig. 23 Transistor effective channel length versus mask-level channel length before and

after the photoresist-ashing process.
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The uniformity of the effective channel length of the transistors across the wafer can be

observed in Fig. 2.4 which shows the statistical spread of AL (pl^t-l^a) of two wafers,

one before and one after the ashing process. The standard deviations of AL for bom cases

were roughly the same, 0.06um, revealing that this photoresist ashing technique did not intro

duce additional channel length variations to the process. It is believed that the nonuniformity

in 1^ was inherent to the optical lithography system rather than being introduced by the ash

ing process.

Fig. 2.5 shows an SEM picture of the cross-section of a photoresist line after 8 minutes

of ashing. The line width was originally 1 um and reduced to 0.45 um after ashing. Since the

effective horizontal etch rate is higher than the vertical etch rate, the aspect ratio of the pho

toresist profile increases as the ashing process continues until the size of the photoresist

reduces to about 0.2um, which is roughly equal to the difference between the top and base

width of the profile. Fig. 2.6 is an SEM picture of a photoresist-covered polysilicon line lying

over alternated field and active regions showning the stepcoverage of the photoresist along the

boundary of these two regions.

In order to get a 0.65V long-channel threshold voltage, V,^ for all oxide thicknesses,

different implant doses were used. Fig. 2.7 shows measured V^ versus implant dose for

several oxide thicknesses. The symbols represent measured data and the curves are calculated

from the well-known expression for long-channel threshold voltage.

v -v . A . VZqeaNsuBfts-VBs)
VthO=VFB +$s + (2.1)

'ax

where Vra has an empirical value of -0.75V, $s is the surface potential, Nsub is the average

channel doping concentration derived from the substrate-bias effect. Fig. 2.8 shows a typical

channel doping profile for this process. The depth of the channel implant is about 0.15um.

The experimental relationship between NSUB and the implant dose D is shown in Fig. 2.9,
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Fig. 2.5 SEM picture of the cross-section of a photoresist line after 8 minutes of ashing.

Fig. 2.6 SEM picture of a photoresist-covered polysilicon line lying over alternated field

and active regions.
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where the symbols aremeasured data and the solidline is an empirical equation given by

NsubsI^xIO^+^Ix^D (2.2)

where D is the implant dose in cm"2. With Rgs. 2.7 and 2.9 orequations (2.1) and (22), the

enhancement implant dose for any oxide thickness and any threshold voltage canbe determined

using this process.

23 Device characteristics

This photoresist-ashing technique has been successfully employed to fabricate n-channel

non-LDD MOS transistors with effective channel length as small as 0.15um. Excellent device

characteristics were observed. Fig. 2.10 shows an SEM picture of a transistor cross section

with 022 um effective channel length. This transistor would have a 0.8um effective channel

length if the ashing process was not used. Hie junction depth is about0.18um measured from

spreading resistance method and the lateral diffusion is about 0.05 um. The strong-inversion

and subthreshold characteristics of a transistor with 3.6nm gate oxide and 0.15(1 effective chan

nel length are shown in Rg. 2.11. The transconductance of this device is about 650mS/mm,

which is among the highest reported at room temperature. More characteristics are shown in

later chapters.

The output waveform of a 101-stage enhancement/depletion-type ring oscillator with one

fan-in and one fan-out is shown in Rg. 2.12. This ring oscillator has 7.2nm gate oxide and

0.2um effective channel length. The delay time is about 22ps/stage at a power supply of 3V

which is also oneof the fastest ever reported at room temperature for MOS technology.
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Rg. 2.10 SEM picture of a transistor cross section with 0.22um effective channel length.
The junction depth is 0.18um and the source/drain lateral diffusion is about
0.05am.
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Fig. 2.12 Output Waveform of an NMOS 101-stage enhancement/depletion type ring
oscillator. ^ *
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Chapter3

PERFORMANCE AND HOT-ELECTRON RELIABILITY

OF DEEP-SUBMICROMETER MOSFETS

Recent advances in process technology [3.1-3.7] have made deep-submicrometer MOS

FETs potential candidates for next generation ULSI designs. However, the emphases of most

previous reports have been to demonstrate the feasibility of fabricating these devices with little

discussion of the physics. It is still unclear whether the basic physics associated with deep-

submicrometer devices is the same as that of their longer-channel counterparts. The lack of

physical understanding is one of the reasons preventing deep-submicrometer devices from

being used in current VLSI system designs. One of the goals of this study is to establish an

improved understanding of deep-submicrometer devices and to provide a basis for device

design guidelines. Since performance and hot-electron reliability are the two majorconcerns in

deep-submicrometer device designs, they are carefully studied in this chapter. More device

characteristics are presented in the next chapter.

The effective channel length, L^, is probably the most important parameter among all

MOSFET parameters. Since the device characteristics and even some otherdevice parameters,

.e.g the threshold voltage, are sensitive functions of the channel length, L^ has been com

monly used to identify a technology. In the deep-submicrometer regime, accurate determina

tion of Leg is more crucial, because incorrect determination of L^ may lead to wrong conclu

sion or interpretation of a physical phenomenon such as velocity overshoot From a circuit

designer's point of view, using incorrect channel lengths in simulation may cause large errors

between simulation results and actual circuit performance. Therefore, the first section of this

chapter will be devoted to discussions of the various methods for extracting Lrff in this study.

Another important subject that should be included in deep-submicrometer study is the

source/drain parasitic resistance R^ effect The voltage drop across RSD effectively reduces
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supply voltages and degrades the current driving capability of scaled devices. It was claimed

one time that the parasitic resistance posed a limit in MOSFET scaling, but was proven wrong

recently. Previous results based on near-micron technologies tend to overestimate the RSD

effea in the deep-submicrometer regime. In section 3.4, experimental studies of the parasitic

resistance effea on deep-submicrometer device characteristics and circuit performance are

presented. This updated results of the R$d effea can help judge the cost/performance factor in

MOSFET scaling and also provides some guidelines to technology developments.

3.1 Effective channel length (width) determination

Existing methods for determining MOSFET effective channel lengths can be divided into

two categories: the resistance approach [3.8-3.14] and the capacitance approach [3.15-3.17].

The basic theory behind the resistance approach is based on the Ids - VDS relationship.

Depending on the extraction procedures, some methods are sensitive to the parasitic resistance

variations between devices [3.9] and some are sensitive to the I-V model used [3.10]. The

capacitance approach is based on the measurement of the net capacitance under the inversion-

layer region. The capacitance approach is more accurate because it is insensitive to Rsd and

does not require an I-V modeL However, the accuracy of capacitance methods diminishes

when the gate area is reduced as in small-geometry devices, because the stray capacitance is

comparable to the gate capacitance unless high resolution instruments are used. Most of these

methods have been demonstrated on devices with channel length longer than 1 um, but no

study has been reported abouttheir validity in the deep-submicrometer regime. In this section,

two resistance methods and one capacitance method are examined and compared.

(A) Channel-resistance method

The channel-resistance method [3.8,3.9] is the most commonly used method in determin

ing Lgff because of its simplicity and its ability to separate RSD from the intrinsic channel resis

tance. The principle of this method is briefly described below. When an MOSFET is biased
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in the linear region with a small drain voltage (e.g. 0.1V), the intrinsicchannel resistance, R^,

is given by

**• ^W^cs-V^ ai)

where u. is the carrier mobility. W^f =W^^ - AW, andL^ = L^^ - AL.

The measureddevice resistance R,^ is equal to

RmeM=RsD+^di (3*2)

Therefore, plotting R,,,^ against L&ra for a set of transistors with the same W^ and same

Vqs-V^ results in a straight line, assuming u. is not channel length dependent The slope of

the line is inversely proportional to Vcs-V^. All the lines with different Vgs-V,!, values

will intersect at the same point as shown in Fig. 3.1. The x- and y-coordinate of the intersec

tion give AL and RSD, respectively. The accuracy of this method relies on the assumption that

RSD is the same for all devices with the same channel width, hi reality, RSD values may vary

slightly between devices either due to process non-uniformity or introduced by contacting

probes during measurement, but this assumption is still good as long as the RSD variation is

small compared to R^. Therefore, when applying this method to the deep-submicrometer

regime, special care should be taken in probing devices (on-wafer measurements) or using dev

ices with small channel widths. Running the device under high current levels for a couple of

seconds before taking data usually can minimize R$d variations. Since R^ is a function of

VGS-V&, the linearity of these straight lines, which determines the quality of the intersection

point (how close these lines intersea), is also highly dependent on the same Vcs-V^ value

for every device. To minimize the effea of the uncertainty in Vtt between devices, the

minimum applied gate voltage should be 0.5V to IV higher than V&. When all these con

siderations are taken cares of, this method can be extended to extract L^ down to 0.2um or

smaller as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Measured channel resistance versus drawn channel length for various gate

voltages, (b) enlarged area near the intersection.
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As for the channel width determination, a similar channel-resistance approach does not

workwell as was pointed out by Ma [3.18], because Rsd varies with the channel width. How

ever, it should be noted thatthe reciprocal of the slopes Gi (= V^^d/ycs"va» of ^ Unes

in Fig. 3.1 are linearly dependent on the channel width for a givenVqs - V&. Therefore, AW

canstillbe extracted by plotting Gi as a function ofW^^ as illustrated in Fig. 32. Each line

in Fig. 32 corresponds to a particular Vcs-V* value and the x-intercept gives AW. Because

of the bird's beak at the edge of the active region, the effective channel width is in general a

function of the gate voltage. This result is reflea by the different intercepts for different

Vcs-Vfc values in Fig. 3.2. Since AW for eachVGS can be obtained, the gate-voltage depen

dence of AW can also be obtained. The functional form of AW depends on the isolation tech

nology used. The insert in Fig. 3.2 shows the extracted AW - V^-V^ result for a LOCOS

process.

VCS-VT=8V

VGS-VT=6V

VfiS-VT=4V

Fig. 32

13 5 7 9

Drawn Channel Width (pm)

Intrinsic channel conductivity (the reciprocal of the slopes in Fig. 3.1) versus

drawn channel width. The insert shows the extracted AW as a function of

Vcs-VA.
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(B) Modified Suciu's method

Unlike the channel-resistance method, this method is insensitiveto the parasitic resistance

of individual device, but an I-V model is required. The accuracy of this method is affected by

the I-V model used. Since the mobility model used in the original method proposed by Suciu

[3.10] is too crude to be applied to deep-submicrometer devices that typically have thin gate

oxides, an improved I-V model is used. The basic theory of this modified method is described

below.

The drain current of a MOSFET with RSD effea included can be expressed as

t Po(Vcs-V«h)VDS „
l+U^Gs-V^+Ub^cs-Vtf,)2

where

ft HqC^QV^^-AW)
Po= z t: (3.4)

Ld»wn-AL

Vgs'Vgs-IdsRs (3.5)

VdssVds-IdsRsd (3.6)

Rs is the parasitic resistance on the source side, Ua and Ub are coefficients of the mobility

reduction due to vertical field. Note that the Ub term in (3.3) is the modified mobility term.

The meanings of Ut and Ub arc explained in chapter 5. When V^ is small, Eq. (3.3) can be

simplified and re-arranged as

R^VGlSSi+CRsD+§)Vci+§V^ (3,?)
where V^ =Vgs - VA. Since (3.7) has the form of "y =a+b x +c x2", the coefficients po.

RSD+U»/po» and Ub for each device can be extracted by fitting (3.7) through a least-square fit

routine. This fitting procedure is similar to that shown in section 5.4.3. Since Po is propor

tional to Wgfl/Lgff, AL can be obtained from the x-intercept in the plot of 1/po versus L^^ for

fixed channel width as shown in Fig. 3.3. Similarly, AW can be obtained from p0 versus
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wd«wn plots, but AW's extracted from this method represents an "averaged** value that does

not show any gate-voltage dependence. When all PqS are extracted, Rsd and U, can be

obtained by plotting Rso+tVPo versus 1/po The devices used in Fig. 3.3 are identical to

those used in Fig. 3.1. The AL's derived from both methods are very similar.

650

520

^ 390

4 260

130

i

Weff = 5.5pm
. a

1

1•
i

AL =0.497nm y

l /
0.0 0.32 0.64 0.96 1.28 1.6

Drawn Channel Length Com)

Fig. 3.3 Reciprocal of the channel conductance versus drawn channel length.
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(Q Capacitance method

For longer channel devices, the capacitance method is the most accurate method among

all methods, but the measurement instruments required are not widely available in typical

automated characterization systems. Furthermore, the parasitic resistance can not be extracted.

Therefore, the capacitance method is a good means to justify the accuracy of a resistance

method and is often used when high accuracy in L^ is required. In this study, the capacitance

method is also used to confirm the results of the two resistance methods. A schematic diagram

of the capacitance method is shown in Fig. 3.4. The device is first biased in die accumulation

region and the source-drain to gate capacitance, Cgdi, is measured. This capacitance (indicated

by Ci in Fig. 3.4) is composed of the overlap capacitance and any stray capacitance of the sys

tem. Then, the device is driven into the strong-inversion region and Cgdi is measured again

(indicated by Cy. Q is larger than Cj by ^(W^^-AW) (Ldrtwn-AL). By plotting the

difference between Cj and Q against L^^ or W^^, AL and AW can be extracted from the

x-intercept as shown in Fig. 3.5, where the same devices in Fig. 3.1 and 3.3 are used again.

Generally speaking, the resistance methods require simpler equipment and woric better for

narrower channel width and thicker gate oxide devices and the capacitance method works

better for wider channel width and thinner gate oxide devices. These two types of methods

serve as complementary to each other. If care is taken, all three methods discussed here can

be applied to the deep-submicrometer regime and the extracted AL's agree within 0.01urn. In

this study, most of the effective channel lengths were simultaneously determined by the two

resistance methods and were frequently checked by the capacitance method to ensure high

accuracy and high confidence.
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Fig. 3.4 (a) A schematic diagram of the measurement semp for the capacitance method,

(b) measured Cgdt versus gate voltage.
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3.2 Short-channel effect

The short-channel effea is one of the major concerns in MOSFET scaling, because dev

ice parameter variations caused by the short-channel effect poses difficulty in both process con

trol and circuit design. In this section, two most short-channel-sensitive parameters, threshold

voltage and subthreshold swing, are examined.

3.2.1 Threshold voltage

Threshold voltage shift AVA due to source/drain charge sharing and drain-induced-barrier

lowering (DIBL) is the most commonly observed short-channel effea in MOSFETs and has

been widely used as an indicator for measuring the extent of the short-channel effect for a
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given technology. Therefore, a comprehensive study of the short-channel effea on threshold

voltage is a necessary step to optimal devicedesigns. However, a complete characterization of

the threshold voltage over a wide range of technologies requires a huge amount of devices and

measurements. Various threshold voltage models were developed to supplement tins study in

predicting future technologies and are used in circuit simulations.

Three approaches have been generally adopted in modeling the short-channel threshold

voltage, namely, the charge partitioning [3.19,3.20], the} numerical analysis [3.21], and the 2-D

analytical approach [3.22-3.25]. Recently, threshold voltage models derived from 2-D analyti

cal solutions of Poisson's equation in the depletion region have become more favorable since

AVfc expressions obtained from this approach show an exponential dependence on L^ which

agrees better with experimental results. However, becauseof the different approximations used

for the boundary conditions in deriving the models, the model parameter values vary from

paperto paper. Usually parameter values can only be obtained from characterization of physi

cal devices. Furthermore, these simple exponentialV^ models fail to explain the accelerated

V& reduction at shorter channel lengths and tend to underestimate the short-channel effect

In this section, a short-channel threshold voltage model is derived based on a quasi two-

dimensional approach, which has been successfully applied to model the MOSFET substrate

current and other hot-electron phenomena [3.26-3.28]. When the device channel length is

much longer than the characteristic length (defined later), this model agrees in functional form

with those in [3.22-3.25]. At shorter channel lengths, this model predicts a faster increase in

AV& and are more accurate than other models.

(A) the model

Applying Gauss's law to a rectangular box of height X^ and length Ay in the depletion

region as illustrated in Fig. 3.6a, Eq. (3.8) can be derived [3.26-3.28].

Xdep dE,(y) t €„ VGS-VFB-V«(y) _qM Y n -
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OV

long-channel

Vds

Fig. 3.6 (a) A MOSFET cross section showing the depletion region and the Gaussian
box. Ihe depletion region is assumed tobeuniform across the channel, (b) Ihe
energy diagram of the surface potential from the source to tiie drain for both a
long-channel and a short-channel devices.
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where X^ is the depletion layer thickness equal to

4s is the surface potential at which the threshold voltage is defined, and E,(y), V,(y) are the

lateral electric field and the channel potential at the Si-Si(>2 interface, respectively.- The first

term on the left-hand side of (3.8) is equal to the lateral electric field in the channel, Ey(xfy),

integrated over the vertical side of the box (see Fig. 3.6a). The non-uniform distribution of

Ey(x,y) along the x-direction is taken into account by a fitting parameter rj [3.27]. The second

term is equal to the vertical electric field at position y on the top side of the box and the term

on the right-hand side of (3.8) is equal to the depletion charge density in the box. The solution

to (3.8) under the boundary conditions: V,(0) = V^ at the source and Vf(L) = VDs+VM at the

drain, is given by

V,(y)=D+(VH+VDS-D)^i+(VH-D).^^i (3.10)

where D = Vcs-V^o+^s* vim>Js me textbook long-channel threshold voltage given by

VpB+^s+qNsuBXjej/C^, Vw is the built-in potential between the source/drain junction and

the substrate, and / is the characteristic length defined as

tj has an empirical value between 05 and 1.5 depending on the device structure and process

technology. For most technologies, L » / and (3.10) can be approximated as

V,(y)=D+(VH+Vus-D^'e^ +(VW-D)e^// (3.12)

The channel potential V,(y) has a minimum at

r.*-a»m(V|gV|'£1V] 0.13)

and the minimum channel potential Vljmia is given by
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VMnin=D+2V(Vhi-VDS-DXVb4-D)e-ul (3.14)

The channel potentials for a long- and a short-channel device for a given gate and drain vol

tages are plotted in Fig. 3.6b. As the channel length is reduced, the minimum channel poten

tial decreases as shown inFig. 3.6b. When the minimum channel potential is equal to ys, the

corresponding gate voltage, which is defined as the threshold voltage V&d) can becalculated.

AVfcO-^Vtffl-VaOL)

=(4R+2VDS)e-ly' +2VVfce-a" +R(R+Vk*-"' (3.15)

where R =VK-4>S. For Vj* « R, Eq. (3.15) reduces to

AVth(L)=(Vu-(t)S)(2e-U2/ +4e-™) (3.16)

When L > 5/, the second exponential term in (3.16) can be negleaed and (3.16) reduces to a

form similar to those given in [3.22,3.23]. For very short channel lengths, the accelerated V^

reduction can be explained by the second exponential term in (3.16).

(B) experimental results

Fig. 3.7 shows threshold voltage versus effective channel length at several drain and sub

strate biases. The symbols are measured data and the curves are the model. In general, dev

ices with thicker gate oxide and high substrate bias exhibit more threshold reduction due to

larger characteristic length / according to (3.11). The accelerated V^ reduction phenomenon at

shorter channel length can be observed in Fig. 3.8 where AV^ is plotted against L^ in loga

rithmic scale. Note that the measured data deviates from the simple exponential expression

when I^f is smaller than about 5/ which translates to AV* « 0.1V. Since most AVA data are

taken around 0.1V, this slope-increasing behavior at shorter channel length is important in

accurately modeling V^. Without taking into account this accelerated V4 reduction at shorter

channel length, it would lead to an underestimation of the short-channel effea or result in

incorrect extraction of /.
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Hg. 3.7 Ihreshold voltage versus effective channel length at various drain and substrate
biases for several technologies. Ihe symbols are measured data and the curves
are the model.
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2.0

Eg. 3.8 Ihreshold voltage reduction (^a) versus effective channel length in loga
rithmic scale. At short channel lengths fl/^ deviates from the simple exponen
tial function as seen by the superiinear behavior. Ihe symbols are measured
data and the curves are the model.
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Although / calculated from (3.11) has the correa order of magnitude, exaa values of /

need to be characterized from physical devices because of the unknown parameter r\.

Extracted / versus the depletion layer thickness for several different technologies are shown in

Fig. 3.9. The different X^'s in Fig. 3.9 for a given technology corresponding to different

substrate biases. These straight lines with similar slopes suggests that / is proportional.to Xjj£

relatively independent of technologies.

Both this model and those from 2-D analysis indicate that the source/drain charge-sharing

and the DIBL effects are basically caused by the same mechanism, namely the channel poten

tial lowering, however, these two effects are usually distinguished for easy explanation. The

source/drain charge-sharing usually refers to the AVA measured at low drain voltage while

DIBL refers to the AV^induced by the drain voltage only. Fig, 3.10 plots V^ versus Vds for

various channel lengths to show the DIBL effect In other models the DIBL effea is usually

approximated by a linear function of VDS, but the linear model fails to explain the faster V^

reduction at low VDS as shown in Fig. 3.10. This phenomenon was also observed in [3.23-

3.25,3.29]. But this non-linear VA - V^ behavior can still be predicted by this model as

shown by the solid curves in Fig. 3.10. At large V^, this model approaches to alinear func

tion ofVDS, while at low VK it approximately reduces to asquare-root function according to

(3.16).

Masuda [3.29] found empirically that, for longer channel lengths, the measured VA -V^

curves all intercept at the same point, but not for shorter channel lengths. This observation can

also be qualitatively explained by this model if we draw straight lines to best fit the curves in

Fig. 3.10 as illustrated by the dashed lines. For longer channel lengths, the VA -V^ curves

can be well approximated by straight lines and the x-intercept of these asymptotes can be

derived from (3.15) But for for smaller channel lengths, alarge portion ofthe V^ -V^ curves

are not straight. Therefore, trying to draw lines to best fit the curves (or data) for short chan

nel lengths would result in lines steeper than their asymptotes.
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The same approach can also be applied to LDD structures, but tiie boundary conditions

should be modified to be suitable for the tfTjp Junctions. Since the built-in potential of an vT/p

junction is smaller than that of an n+/p, LDD devices generally show less V^ shift than non-

LDD devices. The voltage drop across the ri~ region also decreases the effective drain voltage

applied to the channel and reduces the DIBL effea

I
« 0.1

!

04)1

0.01

1 1—I—I I I I >I 1
A:Tmm4LSnm, X,* 135 urn, Nju, * 2.4EW
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C:T« - &6nm, X,>Il2|im,Nsub * 5JEM
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B.*Tw*2L0nm>Xjafc3fun,NWB«2JEM

T 1—I 1111.

J 1 1—I I t I I I J 1 I ' i ' * '
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Eg. 3.9 Measured characteristic length versus depletion layer thickness for different
technologies.
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12 3
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Hg. 310 Threshold voltage versus drain voltage. The symbols are measured data, the '
solid curves are tiie model, and the dashed lines are the best linear fit to the
curves.
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Eg. 3.11 Subthreshold swing versus effective channel length for four oxide thicknesses,
(a)Vds-0.1V, (b) Vds-3V.
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322 Subthreshold swing

The increase of subthreshold swing, S, at shorter channel lengths [3.30] is another factor

causing short-channel devices to be more difficult to tum off. Therefore, the subthreshold

swing also serves as an alternative way to monitor the extent of short-channel effects. The

subthreshold swing versus L^ for this process at a tow and a high drain voltage are shown in

Fig. 3.11a and 3.11b, respectively. Unlike the threshold voltage, subthreshold swing is fairly

constant even when AV& starts to show up, but suddenly increases to a large value when the

device is near punchthrough. Also, the subthreshold swing is less sensitive to the drain voltage

than Vih. Theoretical value of the subthreshold swing is given by

S=V C°*+Cp raiiia-vtm p [3.17]

where CD is the depletion-layer capacitance. The subthreshold swing decreases as the gate

oxide thickness is reduced as predicted by (3.17). For thin gate oxides, higher channel doping

concentrations are required to maintain a 0.65V threshold voltage which also increases Q>.

This explain why the long-channel subthreshold swings for 3.6nm and 5.6nm gate oxide dev

ices are very close.

3.3 Current driving capability

The improved current drive of short channel devices is one of the motivations for MOS

FET scaling. Because of the carrier velocity saturation effect, drain saturation current increases

only sublinearly with l/L^ in the submicrometer regime but the design and fabrication over

heads increase drastically with reducing the channel length. Therefore, a quantitative study of

the current driving capability of deep-submicrometer devices is another important procedure in

optimal device designs. When the channel length is smaller than 0.2um and the power supply

is not proportionally scaled (3V or higher), the velocity saturation region extends into a sub

stantial fraction of the channel and aconsiderable portion of electrons in the velocity saturation
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region move with a velocity higher than the saturation velocity vm. It was claimed that the

current driving capability of deep-submicrometer devices would be enhanced by this velocity-

overshoot effea [3.313.32]. A straight forward way to examine whether the current driving

capability of deep-submicrometer devices is enhanced or affected by new carrier transport

mechanisms is to compare experimental data with existing physical models. The drain current

model used here was developed by Ko [3.33], improved by Toh [3.34], and has been success

fully applied to devices with channel length longer than lum. Some of the model equations

are listed below.

IDSAT=WeffvtttCax(VGS-Vth-VDSAT) (3.18)

and

^Idsat

^""SvoT (319)

where gmut is the saturation transconductance,

EcLrffCVcs-Vu,)

VwATBW^+(Vai-Vi) (320)

- 2v«t
*.-— (3.21)

IL)
Hdr=———- (3.22)

and Es is the effective vertical field in the channel that can be approximated by

Es=2^C2QB+C<«(Vos-Vlh)] (3.23)

Qb is the depletion bulk charge, ^> = 0.67MV/cm, n = 1.6, (i* = 670cm2/V sec, and v^ =

8xl016cm/sec.

The measured drain saturation current Idsat* saturation transconductance go^ and the

model for an array of devices with channel length down to 0.15um are shown in Rg. 3.12.



The same model parameters were used for all device dimensions and oxide thicknesses. The

symbols in Fig. 3.12 are measured data and the solid curves are the model. Ihe data shown in

Rg. 3.12 have been corrected for the source/drain parasitic resistance (=30O/side). A

comprehensive study of the source/drain parasitic resistance effect on device performance is

given in the next section. The inversion-layer capacitance effea [3.35], which is more impor

tant for thin-oxide devices at low gate bias, was also not included in these equations.

The well-behaved trends of lusAjt and g^ and,the good agreement between measured

data and the model indicate that the basic physics of deep-submicrometer devices is rather well

understood. Although Monte Carlo simulations show the existence of velocity overshoot in the

velocity saturation region, it has little effect on the MOSFET current driving capability, at least

down to 0.15ji channel length. This observation also coincides with the conclusion of another

independent study [3.36], which used an improved mobility model (extended drift-diffusion

model) to simulate the velocity overshoot effect in the velocity saturation region. According to

their simulations, the velocity overshoot effea is of little importance to the MOSFET current

driving capability for devices with channel length longer than 0.06um.

Since the basic physics indeep-submicrometer devices is essentially unchanged, the basic

framework of most existing drain current models can be kept without major modifications.

The drain current model used in this section, while simplistic in formulation, still provides

good physical as well as quantitative understanding of the current performance of MOS devices

down to the deep-submicrometer regime and can serve as a means for process control and

diagnosis.
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Rg. 3.12 (a) Measured drain saturation current at Vqb-Va versus effective channel
length for various oxide thicknesses, (b) measured transconductance versus
effective channel length. Ihe data have been corrected, to the first order, for
the parasitic resistanceeffect
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3.4 Source/drain parasitic resistance effect

The parasitic source/drain resistance is one of the device parameters that can not be pro

portionally scaled. As MOSFET channel lengths are scaled down to the deep-submicrometer

regime, device performance reduction due to parasitic source/drain resistance (R«i) becomes an

important factor to consider in MOSFET scaling [3.37-3.40]. A quantitative study of R^

effects is essential, since it can provide guidelines for both MOSFET scaling and contaa tech-

nology development

It was claimed that as the device channel length is scaled below 0.5 pm, the current drive

and transconductance starts to decrease rather than increase with the reduction of the channel

length [3.38] implying that the parasitic resistance poses a limit on MOSFET scalability. But

this statement has been shown to be incorrect because of the recent improvements in device

technology. Previous reports [3.37-3.39] on this subject, based on near-micron technologies,

also may not be applicable to the deep-submicrometer regime. More recently, Ng and Lynch

[3.40], using computer simulations, studied the R^ effects in the deep-submicrometer regime

but with only little experimental results. In this section, experimental studies of the R^ effects

on deep-submicrometer n-channel non-LDD MOSFETs is presented. The reduction in drain

currents and ring oscillator speed for various channel lengths and R^ values is examined. The

effect of salicide technologies on device performance is also discussed and projections of the

ultimate achievable device performance aregiven.

3.4.1 Experimental procedure

Intrinsic Device Performance Measurement Procedure: In order to determine the

amount of performance reduction due to R^, the following calibration procedure was per

formed. The drain current in the linear (Idun) and saturation (Idsat) regions and the maximum

saturation transconductance (gnuJ were measured. In Hg. 3.13 the measured Idsat is plotted

against RSr> different RSd values were achieved by attaching external resistors (Rao), equally
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divided between the source and drain, to each device, Le. R^ =Kg*, +R^. The circles indi

cate measured data. The solid lines represent the simple physical drain current model

described in section 33. A calibration constant (in the range between 1.0 to 1.1 for all dev

ices) is multiplied to the model to best fit the measured data for each channel length. Toobtain

higher accuracy, parasitic resistance effects were included in the drain current model through

iteration; parasitic resistance-induced body effect, which was neglected in [3.40], was also

included in the calculation. The theoretical drain currents at RSD =0 are taken as the intrinsic

current ( Idun4 and 'dsat,* )• "H* percent drain current reduction from the intrinsic value as a

function of RSD is given by the alternated curves.

3.4.2 Experimental results

(A) Saturation region: Fig. 3.14 shows 1^^ versus L^ for a power supply of 3.3V.

The symbols indicate measured data; the curves are the calculated intrinsic (Rsd = 0) drain

current obtained in the manner shown in Fig. 3.13 and the corresponding current derating,

Idut/Wi* Because of the slightly different parasitic resistance between wafers, RSD values

were adjusted to be about 600flum for all oxide thicknesses using external resistors. Similar

results were also obtained for the transconductance. We observed that the current (transcon-

ductance) derating decreases as L^ and/or T^ decreases because the debiasing (source fol

lower) effect of RSD is stronger as I^ (g^ increases. However, the derating is still about

87% even at L^ = 0.2um, if R^ is kept at 600Qum.

(B) Linear region: Fig. 3.15 shows IDLW versus L^ at Vm = 0.1V and Vcs = 3.3V.

The drain current derating in the linear region is significantly lower than that in the saturation

region. The derating can be as low as 50% at L^ = O^um. This is because in the linear

region R*j reduces the current through both the effective VGS and VM while in the saturation

region it only reduces the current through the effective V^. Also, the current derating is less

sensitive to TOT than in the saturation region. This is because IDUN is less sensitive to T^ due

to the transverse-field-induced mobility reduction than Idsat* which is mainly determined by
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carrier saturationvelocity that is insensitive to the transverse field.
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(C) Switching Speed: Depending on the circuit configuration, the circuit speed derating

should lie betweenthe derating of IDUN and Idsat shown in Rg. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15. Fig. 3.16

shows SPICE simulated delay time (x) per stage of CMOS ring oscillators versus Rsd for Ta

= 8.6nm. The widths of the n- and p-channel devices are 15um and 30um, respectively. Hie

loading capacitance is O.lpF on each stage. The simulation results show that x increases

roughly as a linear function of R^ with a slope about 10 - 40% per kftum for Tn between

5.6nm and 15.6nm, and L^ between 0.25um and Uum. At 600 flujn and for Tn = 8.6nm,

the speed derating is about60% for L^ = 0.2um and 85% for L^ = lum. One must conclude

that the speed derating is closer to the IDUn derating than the Idsat derating. This conclusion

differs from that drawn in [3.40].

3.43 Discussion

RSD is usually divided into four components, namely, the contact (Rgo), the diffusion

sheet (Rjh), the spreading (Rjp), and the accumulation (R^) resistances as shown in Fig. 3.17

[3.40]. In this study, there is a polysilicon film between Al and Si, and RSD is typically 500 -

600 Qum. The contact-to-gate spacing is about 0.7 urn. With similar contact-to-gate spacing,

an RSd value of 300ftum (R^ = 100, R^ = 50, R^ + R^ = 150) can be achieved with con

ventional contact technologies [3.40]. This Rsd value corresponds to 95% Idsat derating, 79%

Idun derating, and 85% speed derating for L^ = 0.3um andTa = 8.6nm (see Fig. 3.18).

Because of the hot-carrier effects, LDD structure will likely be used in scaled MOSFETs and

could introduce an additional 100 - 400 flura of R^ depending on the device design and bias

condition [3.41]. This LDD resistance would further derate Idsat dv about 2-5%, I&, by 9-

17%, and the speed by 5-15%. Finally, the maximum benefit of employing a salicide technol

ogy can be estimated by assuming that the salicide technology totally eliminates K^ and R$r>

This would increase Idsat* Idun and the speedby about 2.5%, 12%, and7.5 for both the LDD

and non-LDD devices.
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A schematic diagram showing the various components of the parasitic resis
tance.

0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 5000 600.0 Rsd (Hum)
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I— non-sallcided LDD—•

H- sallclded LDD—•

Derating versus parasitic resistance. Ihe projected parasitic resistance effecton
various technologies are indicated.
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3.5 Hot-electron effects

It is well known that the hot-electron induced device degradation poses circuit reliability

problems. Therefore, device degradation is the most discussed topic among all hot-electron

effects. Because of the extremely high electric filed in the channel due to the unsealed power

supply, hot-electron effects are more severe in deep-submicrometer devices and have gained

more attention than ever in MOS scaling. In this section, the substrate current and the device

lifetime are discussed.

35.1 Substrate current

When carriers pass through the velocity saturation region, electron-hole pairs are gen

erated by impact ionization. The holes are collected by the substrate and constitutes the sub

strate current ISUB. Since many hot-electron phenomena, including device degradation, have

close correlations with ISUB, the substrate current is widely used to monitor the hot-electron

effects. In section 3.3, we have shown that the basic physics ofdeep-submicrometer devices is

unchanged. In this section, this statement will be demonstrated again from the hot-electron

point of view. A commonly used substrate current model [3.42] in the literature is used for

this purpose. The model equations are summarized below.

—IsuB=Ii>s(p7)(—/-**•" (3.24)

where

B , VDS-VdSAT
**" } (3.25)

Oj and pi are impact ionization coefficients whose typical values are 2E6cm"1 and 1.7E7V/cm,

respectively (manT1 and 3.7E6V/cm for PMOS). For long channel and thick gate oxide dev

ices, an empirical expression for / has been observed [3.43,3.44].

l«022T«>jtf* (3.26)
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Rg. 3.19 Peak substrate current versus effective channel length at Vr - 3V for four
oxide thicknesses.
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Fig. 3.20 Substrate current characteristics for different channel lengths. As the channel
length decreases, the gate voltage control over the substrate current reduces.
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channel position.
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where Tm and Xj are incentimeters.

TTie peak substrate current versus effective channel length at Vds =3V for several oxide

thicknesses is shown in Rg. 3.19. The substrate current peak is higher for a device with

shorter channel length and thinner gate oxide as predicted by (3.24X3.26). Rg. 3.20 shows

'sub - VGS characteristics for T^ = 8.6nm at various channel lengths. At longer channel

lengths (1^ >1.0um), the shape of the ISUB characteristics can be modeled. However, as the

channel length is reduced, the substrate current becomes less sensitive to the gate voltage that
cannot be explained by the model.

Several modifications [3.45-3.47] to the ISUB model have been proposed to describe the

deviation of measured ISUB from the simple theory. These modifications are usually imple

mented by making the impact ionization coefficients functions of applied voltages through

some empirical expressions. The physical basis for them is the non-local impact ionization

effect and the non-equilibrium conditions in the high-field region near the drain.

Another proposal is the so-called "current-crowding induced weak gate control" [3.48]

which can be schematically explained in Rg. 3.21, where the cross section and the doping

profile of the drain of aMOSFET are shown. When the drain current is small, as in long and

thick gate oxide devices, the mobile charge density required to carry the drain current in the

velocity saturation region is negligible compared to the drain doping concentration. Therefore,

the boundary of the velocity saturation region is very close to the edge of the drain junction.

The peak channel electric field is inside the velocity saturation region and can be approximated

by (3.24). For short-channel and thin gate oxide devices, the drain current is large and the

mobile charge density in the velocity saturation region is comparable to the doping concentra

tion of the drain region. Therefore, the velocity saturation region extends into the drain and

the peak channel electric field also occurs inside the drain. As aresult of the extra depletion
region in the drain, the peak electric field is higher than that given in (3.24) by AE.

AT?_LD/ ^DS vr v
^-"^^-^ (3-27)
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where ND is the average drain doping concentration, Lj> is the length of the weak gate-

controlled region. The magnitude of LD depends on the drain structure, usually in the range of

0 - lOnm. Detailed description of mis current-crowding induced weak gate-control can be

found in [3.48].

More informative figures of Isub are IsubAds versos V^ds-Vdsat) plots as shown in

Rg. 3.22. The straight lines in Rg. 3.22 suggests that the basic physical mechanism for hot-

electron effects still prevail in deep-submicrometer devices. According to the hot-electron

model, the slopes of the lines (« /) in Fig. 3.22 are independent of the channel length and

have a one-third power dependence on gate oxide thickness. However, it is found that when

the effective channel length is smaller than about 0.5um, the slope (/) decreases with L& (see

Fig.3.22a). We suspect this channel length dependence of / have to do with the encroachment

of the linear region into the velocity saturation region as the channel length decreases. It is

also found that, when the gate oxide thickness is smaller than about 15nm, / is very weakly

dependent on Tm (see Rg. 322b). One explanation to this weak gate oxide dependence of / is

the finite depth of the current path in the velocity saturation region. In deriving (3.21X3.23),

it is assumed that the impact ionization occurs at the Si-Si02 interface. In the velocity satura

tion region, the actual drain current path, and thereby the peak impact ionization, is at about

10-30nm below the interface. Therefore, an effective gate oxide thickness T^, which consists

of Tqi and the current depth should be used in (3.23). When the gate oxide thickness is com

parable to or smaller than the current depth, T^ is limited by the current depth and / becomes

a weaker function of T^. An empirical expression for / is determined to be

/al.7kl0r1Tj?}^I/slJ? forLrff<0JumandTal<15nm (328)

where all quantities have the units of cm.
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3.52 Device lifetime

A detrimental effect of the high channel electric field is the injection ofenergetic elec

trons into the Si-SiOz interface that generates interface traps and results in device degradation

(3.49,3JO]. How to reduce hot-electron device degradation has been the goal of many hot-

electron studies. A common quantity to measure the immunity ofadevice to the hot-electron

effect is the device lifetime, which is usually defined as 3% (sometimes 10%) forward drain

current change in the linear region after hot-electron stress [3.42]. Previous studies on near-

micron devices showed that the device degradation is technology dependent and is relatively

independent of the channel length under the same stress conditions [3.51]. However, in the

submicrometer regime, the effect of device degradation on the device performance is more

prominent as indicated by the strong channel-length-dependent device lifetime shown in Rg.

323 [3.52]. Similar results are also observed for other oxide thicknesses. This channel length

dependence of lifetime can be qualitatively explained in Rg. 3.24. If we assume that the hot-

electron created damage (the dark region) is independent of the channel length for die same

amount of stress (Ijub * time =constant), then the ratio of the damaged interface area to the

total channel area increases as the channel length is reduced and the device lifetime decreases

because the relative amount of degradation increases.

A useful variation of Rg. 3.24 which provides direct device design guidelines is shown

in Fig. 325, where the extrapolated maximum supply voltage to ensure a 10-year device life

time for 8.6nm gate oxide is plotted against the channel length. As a result of shorter life

times, the maximum supply voltage is smaller for short channel devices. For aquarter-micron

device with 8.6nm gate oxide, the maximum supply voltage is about 2.5V, suggesting that

some kind of hot-electron-resistant structures are still needed even if the power supply is

lowered to 3.3V.
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Chapter 4

DEEP-SUBMICROMETER MOSFET DESIGN

Although deep-submicrometer MOSFETs with excellent characteristics have been demon

strated and the basic device physics of these devices has been shown to be essentially

unchanged, deep-submicrometer devices are still restricted to device level studies because no

design guidelines are available. For longer-channel devices, previous studies [4.1-4.3] have

proposed design guidelines based mainly on the threshold voltage shift due to short-channel

effects, subthreshold current and hot-electron reliability considerations, but the different trade

offs between reducing oxide thickness, channel length, and power supply are still not clear.

This chapter attempts to provide comprehensive design guidelines for MOSFETs in the deep-

submicrometer regime by investigating a wide range of performance and reliability constraints

on device dimensions and power supply. The mechanisms examined in this study are: short-

channel and drain-induced-barrier-lowering (DIBL) effects, the punchthrough and gate-induced

drain leakage (GIDL) [4.4-4.6] currents, hot-electron reliability, time-dependent dielectric

breakdown (TDDB) [4.7-4.9], current-driving capability, voltage gain, and switching speed.

Using this set of performance and reliability constraints, design curves are developed based on

measurements of n-channel non-LDD deep-submicrometer devices. The relative importance of

each mechanism for a given technology and design criteria is compared. The five basic param

eters in MOS scaling are: effective channel lengthL^, oxide thicknessTm, power supply VDD,

junction depth Xj, and channel doping concentration Nsub« For most technologies, Xj is rela

tively constant compared to other parameters. Once T^ and the threshold voltage is deter

mined, Nsub is fixed- Therefore, only L^, Tw and VDD are considered in this study. Xj is

fixed to about 0.18uxn and NSub's are adjusted such that the long-channel threshold voltages

for all oxide thicknesses are around 0.65V. The design considerations included are divided

into two categories. One sets device limitations and the other sets performance constraints.
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4.1 Device limitations

4.1.1 Threshold voltage shift

Hg. 4.1a and 4.1b show the threshold voltage shift due to short-channel and DIBL

effects. As mentioned in section 3.2 that these two effects are essentially one, they are

separated here for easy description. In Fig. 4.1b, only Ta = 8.6nm data are shown. Similar

results are also observed for other oxide thicknesses*. The threshold voltage shift AV& is

defined as the difference between the measured threshold voltage at a given drain voltage and

. its corresponding Ion-channel value (V,^ at adrain voltage of 50mV. Although the threshold

voltage model derived in section 3.2 showed that AV& deviates from a simple exponential

expression for AV^ > 0.1V, straight lines are drawn to fit measured data tor simplicity. The

dashed lines in Hg. 4.1-4.8 demarcates the performance and reliability criteria (Table 4.1) used

in this study to obtain the design curves (Hg. 4.9-4.11); the arrows indicate the acceptable

regions. As an example, for T» = 8.6nm and VDD = 3V, the minimum allowable L^ in the

circuit is about 028um purely based on the threshold voltage shift consideration.

4.1.2 Off-state leakage current

The off-state leakage current is also sensitive to the short-channel effects and was used as

one of the criteria for MOSFET miniaturization [42]. As shown in the insert of Rg. 4.2a,

off-state leakage current is composed oftwo main components: punchthrough current (Ipr) and

gate-induced drain leakage current (Igtol)- The punchthrough current is the leakage current

between the source and the drain. The gate-induced drain leakage current is the drain-to-

substrate leakage due to band-to-band tunneling between ri* and p regions. Ipr increases with

decreasing channel length because of the threshold voltage reduction and the increase in

subthreshold swing. I^l is, however, independent of L^ and is determined by T^ and the

power supply used. In Rg. 4.2, the off-state leakage currents were measured at VM - 0.6V

for all device dimensions and drain voltages. A gate voltage of VM • 0.6V was used to elim-
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inate any effea caused by the variations in threshold voltage between different gate oxide

thicknesses. The punchthrough current dominated regions are indicated by open symbols; the

GIDL current dominated regions are indicated by closed symbols. The current level of the

experimental data is clamped at a lower bound of 0.5pA/um due to limits in the measurement

resolution.

1.001

0.01

0.0

AVT =VT(L =oo) - VT(Lcff) @ VDS =3V

o Tox=3.6nm
A Tox=5.6nm
o Tox=8.6nm
D Tox=15.6nm

0.1 0.2

—f—

0.3 0.4

" r1

0.5

EXP(-L / /)

AVT£ 0.1V

—i

0.6

Effective Channel Length (jam)

Hg. 4.1(a) Ihreshold voltage reduction (^2^ versus effective channel length at Vj^ - 3V
for four oxide thicknesses.
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VDS» 0.05V 12345

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

EfTective Channel Length ()im)

Hg. 4.1(b) Threshold voltage reduction (AV^J versus effective channel length for T0
8.6nm at different drain voltages.
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Hg. 42(a) Off-state leakage current versus effective channel lengtii measured at V^g - 3V
for four oxide thicknesses. Ihe off-state leakage current has two components:
punchthrough current andgate-induced drain leakage current Ihe insert shows
the different paths for thesetwo components.
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Hg. 42(b) Off-state leakage current versus effective channel length for Tm - 8.6mn at
different drain voltages.
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4J3 Hot-electron reliability

Recent studies showed that digital circuits are fairly robust to hot-electron effects [4.10].

Therefore, the definition of device lifetime in section 33.1 (3% drain current change in the

linear region) is very tight for most applications. In this chapter, a more relaxed definition,

10% drain current reduction in the linear region, is used for device lifetime. Hg. 4.3 displays

the extrapolated maximum allowable power supply voltage to ensure a 10-year device lifetime

[4.111 as a function of channellength for four oxide thicknesses. For a given substrate current

thinner oxide devices exhibit less degradation than those with thicker oxides [4.12]. However,

for a given drain bias, thinner gate oxide devices also exhibit greater peak substrate current

than those with thicker oxides (see Hg. 3.18). These two counteracting trends explain why

8.6nm gate oxide devices show a slightly smaller minimum channel length than those of 5.6nm

and 15.6nm gate oxides devices at a power supply of 3V. According to Fig. 4.3, at a power

supply of 3.3V and with effective channel length larger than 0.5um, LDD may not be needed.

4.1.4 Breakdown voltage

Fig. 4.4 shows breakdown voltage versus effective channel length for different oxide

thicknesses. The breakdown voltage is defined as the minimum voltage of the c-shaped break

down curve shown in the insert Comparing Hg. 4.3 and Hg. 4.4, it is found that the break

down voltage is about IV to 2V higher than the maximum allowable power supply set by hot-

electron requirements. Although under normal operations the breakdown will not be a limiting

mechanism in MOS scaling, it sets an upper bound to the burn-in voltage.

4.1.5 Time-dependent dielectric breakdown

Based on a defect-density model, a technique to predict oxide breakdown statistics has

been developed [4.9]. Plotted in Hg. 43 is the maximum allowable supply voltage to ensure

10-year lifetime at 12^C versus oxide thickness for two defect densities. Because oxide qual

ity is a sensitive function of the device fabrication process, the oxide reliability results used in

this study should be viewed as a rough approximation only. Other fabrication technologies can
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yield a higher quality oxide with a tower defect-density than is observed in this study (1.0

cm"2). Listed in Table 1 is the oxide reliability criterion used in Hg. 45-4.11.

* £• 3.6-

AIDS / XDS " 10%
* Tox=5.6nm
o Tox=8.6nm
D Tox=15.6nm

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6

Effective Channel Length (fim)

Hg. 43
Maxmum allowable power supply to ensure 10-ye*:d*ice hfetoe due to
hotSertron effects versus effective channel length for several oxide

to^te region Ihe dashed line indicates the cntenon used to
obtained the designcurves.
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Hg. 43 Maximum allowable power supply to ensure 10-year device lifetime due to
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4.2 Performance constraints

4.2.1 Current-driving capability:

Hg. 4.6 shows drain saturation current Idsat versus effective channel length. The drain

saturation current is measured at Vqs = 3V and Vjx = 3V as shown in the insert As

expected, the current-driving capability for a given gate oxide increases as the channel length

decreases. However, because of mobility degradation due to high vertical fields, the current-

driving capability tends to saturate at very thin gate oxides unless the channel length is very

small such that all carriers in the channel are moving with the saturation velocity. The high

channel doping concentration required to achieve the required threshold voltage for thin oxide

devices also degrades carrier mobility. The sharp increase in Idsat a* very short-channel

lengths is mainly caused by the threshold voltage reduction due to short-channel effects.

4.2.2 Voltage gain

In Hg. 4.7, the peak voltage gain (solid lines) measured near Vqs = OV and the gain

(alternated lines) measured atVcs-VT = 0.3V, where mostanalog circuits are biased, are plot

ted for various device dimensions. The voltage gain is defined as gmR«a, where g^ is the

measured u-ansconductance and R^ is the output resistance. Since both gn and R^ are higher

for thinner gate oxide devices, the voltage gain increases as oxide thickness decreases. The

sharp decrease of the gain at very short channel lengths is caused by bulk punchthrough which

significantly reduces R^.

423 Switching speed

Because no CMOS circuits were available, the switching speed studies were achieved

through simulations on CMOS ring oscillator delay time. To ensure high confidence, a MOS

FET model accurate down to quarter-micron channel length was used in the simulation. This

model is described in chapter 5. Hg. 4.8 shows SPICE simulated delay time of an 11-stage

CMOS ring oscillator with a O.lpF load capacitor on each stage for different oxide thicknesses,
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channel lengths, and power supplies. The channel width is 15um for n-channel and 30um for

p-channel devices. The overlap between the gate and the source (drain) is 0.05um. As oxide

thickness decreases, the gate capacitance eventually becomes larger than the load capacitance.

However, because Idsat tends to saturate at thiner gate oxide (see Rg. 4.6), the capacitance

charging rate does not increase as rapidly as the gate capacitance. These two mechanisms

explain why the delay time does not continue to decrease with diminishing oxide thickness in

Hg. 4.8a. Because the drain current saturates at larger gate voltage, the delay time also

saturates at larger power supply.

2.01

<
B 1-5

c

u
u

c
o

2

CI

2
Q
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0.5"

o.o

o Tox=3.6nm
A Tox=5.6nm
o Tox=8.6nm
a TA«=15.6nm

DSAT

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

EfTective Channel Length (jam)

VGS = 3V

VDS = 3V

Hg. 4.6 Drain saturation current versus effective channel length for four oxide
thicknesses. The insert shows the bias conditions when the current was meas

ured.
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VGS = 0V

VGS-Vth = 0.3V
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Hg. 4.7 Single stage voltage gain (gj^ut) versus effective channel length for four
oxide thicknesses. The solidlines indicate tiie maximum available gain andthe
alternated lined are the gain measured at Vqs—V*, - 03V.
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VDS = 3V
CL = O.lpF WN 15[im

Leff = 1.0 iim

Leff = 0.6 jim

Leff = 0.3 jim

10 15 20

Oxide Thickness (nm)

Hg. 4.8(a) SHOE simulated CMOS ring oscillator delay time operated at apower supply
of3V versus oxide thickness for several channel lengths. The load capacitance
is O.lpF on every stage.
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Rg. 4.8(b) SPICE simulated CMOS ring oscillator delay time veisus effective channel
length for T« - 8.6nm operated at Afferent supply voltages.
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43 Design guidelines

Based on the experimental results presented in sections 4.1 and 4.2, various design curves

were developed. As mentioned before, since oxide tiiickness, channel length, and supply vol

tage are the key design parameters in this study, three types of design curves are provided for

maximum flexibility (Hg. 4.9-4.11). Each type of curve fixes one parameter while varying the

other two. The intersection of these performance and reliability curves (shaded area) indicates

the region of allowable device dimensions and/or power supply for both digital and analog

applications under some design specifications. Table 4.1 summarizes the meanings of the sym

bols in Hg. 4.9-4.11 and lists the performance and reliability criteria used in developing these

design curves.

TABLE I

Symbol Description Criterion

AVT Threshold voltage shift 5 0.1V

Ipt Punchthrough current at VGS • OV £10pAAlm

G Voltage Gain at Vqs-VT « 03V £80

Igtdl Gate-induced-drain-leakage current £ lOpAAim

*u? Lifetime (10% Ids degradation) £ 10 years

** delay time £ 120ps/stage

JP5AT Drain saturation current s>0.5mA/lLm

TDDB
Time DependentDielectric Breakdown
on 5mm2 area for 10 years

£1%

Table 4.1 Design criteria for design curves.
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4.3.1 Oxide thickness versus channel length

Hg. 4.9 shows design curves where the optimal oxide tiiickness for this technology is

plotted versus channel length for a power supply of 3V. All the curves corresponding to the

constant contours of different design considerations use the criteria listed in Table 4.1. For

example, the curve marked by AV^ was obtained from Rg. 4.1. The gate oxide and effective

channel length combinations along this curve will give 0.1V threshold voltage shift. TTie

arrows indicate the acceptable regions. Devices with Tn and L^ inthe acceptable region have
0

less threshold voltage shift than 0.1V. But the channel length can not be too long due to Idsat

and switching speed requirements, which set upper limits to device dimensions. The intersec

tion of all acceptable regions forms design windows (shaded regions). Because of different

design requirements for analog and digital circuits, different bounds (different windows) are

used for these two applications. The breakdown curve is not included in Rg. 4.9-4.11 because

it is not a limiting mechanism under normal device operation.

According to the design windows, the minimum gate oxide thickness at this supply vol

tage is limited to 5.6nm by the gate-induced drain leakage current, and may be limited by the

time-dependent dielectric breakdown for technologies with less robust oxide. For digital appli

cations, depending upon the oxide thickness, the minimum channel length is determined by

either the threshold voltage shift or by the hot-electron reliability criterion; the minimum allow

able channel length is found to be 0.26um atT^ = 7.8nm. The largest channel length is about

0.45um limited by the switching speed requirement For analog applications, the minimum

channel length is about 0.31 urn at T^ = 6.3nm limited by the voltage gain requirement It

should be kept in mind that the minimum (maximum) device dimensions mentioned here refer

to the "worst case" conditions. For example, if the channel length variation for a given process

is ±0.1urn, then a minimum channel of 0.26um implies a nominal channel length of 0.36um.

The same argument also applies to the oxide thickness. Another advantage of these design

curves is that the relative importance of each mechanism can be identified for any device

dimensions which makes design trade-offs very clear and provides a direction for future tech-
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^ Digital Application

^ Analog Application
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Hg. 49 Design curves for apower supply of 3V. Different curves correspond to the
constant contour of each design consideration with the criteria listed inTable
41. The shaded areas indicate the allowable regions.
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432 Power supply versus channel length

Rg. 4.10 shows design curves where the suitable power supply for this technology is

plotted against channel length for Tn = 8.6nm. Again, each curve corresponds to the constant

contour of a design criterion listed in Table 4.1 and shaded regions are the allowable design

windows. At this oxide thickness, the maximum power supply voltage is limited by the hot-

electron reliability while the minimum power supply voltage is limited by the switching speed

requirement The minimum allowable channel lengths is about 0.28um for digital applications

limited by the threshold voltage shift, and is about 0.36um for analog applications limited by

the voltage gaia These values are roughly independent of the power supply voltage because

the peak voltage gain is independent of power supply and short-channel effea is much more

sensitive to the channel length than to the power supply. The maximum channel length is

about 0.48um. At a power supply of 3.3V, hot-electron reliability does not pose a problem to

devices with channel length longer than 0.4 urn implying that LDD may not be needed, but

with the bum-in consideration, longer channel length orLDD may still be necessary.

433 Power supply versus oxide thickness

The last type of curves is the design curves for L^ = 0.3um. Rg. 4.11 shows power

supply versus oxide thickness of each design consideration for L^ = 0.3um. At this channel

length, the maximum power supply is limited to about 3V due to hot-electron reliability, no

matter what oxide thickness is used. The minimum power supply is determined by the speed

requirement, about 2V at T^ = 4.0nm. The maximum T^ is about 9nm for digital applica

tions and 6.5nm for analog applications due to voltage gain requirement

43.4 Junction depth

Although the junction depth has been fixed at 0.18um in this study, with slight

modifications, the design curves in Rg. 4.9-4.11 can be extended to other junction depths. For

example, if the junction depth is decreased, short-channel and DIBL effects and punchthrough

currents would diminish. However, hot-electron reliability would degrade due to the increase
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Hg. 4.10 Design curves for T^ - 8.6nm. Different curves correspond to the constant
contour of each design consideration with the criteria listed in Table 4.1. The
shadedareas indicate the allowable regions.
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Design Curves for Leff = 0.3

TDDB

Digital Application

^ Analog Application

5 10 15

Oxide Thickness (nm)
20

Hg. 4.11 Design curves for I** - 03/im. Different curves correspond to the constant
contour of each design consideration with the criteria listed in Table 4.1. The
shaded areas indicate tiie allowable regions.
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433 Other power supply and device dimensions

Design curves for other power supply, T^, and I^j values caibeobtained with the sane

approach. Similar design curves as those in Hg. 4.9 for apower supply of 33V are shown in

Hg. 4.12. Since the device lifetime is more sensitive to tiie power supply than other mechan

isms (see Hg. 4.1-4.8), this fact is reflected by the large shift on the The cureve in Hg. 4.12

compared to that in Hg. 49. The design windows are smaller and shift toward longer channel

and thicker oxide directions as expected.

43.6 Other technologies

The same methodology used to derive design curves shown in Hgs. 4.9-4.11 can also be

extended to any technology, including p-channel and LDD devices. For example, with LDD

devices, short channel, DIBL, and GIDL effects would be less severe and the hot-electron life

time wouldbe longer. However, current-driving capability andgain would decrease due to tiie

increase in source/drain resistance. Therefore, the design windows in Hg. 49 will move

toward the lower left, i.e., shorter channel lengtii and thinner oxide as expected. The LDD

effects on Hg. 4.10 and 4.11 can also be analogized.
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Digital Application

Analog Application
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Hg. 4.12 Design curves for apower supply of33V.
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Chapter 5

A DEEP-SUBMICROMETER MOSFET MODEL FOR

ANALOG/DIGITAL CmCUTT SIMULATIONS

In addition to high current drive, another major advantage of scaled-down devices is the

reduced device area which allows higher integration levels. With the dramatic increase in the

number of transistors per chip, the circuit complexity andthe fabrication cost also increase pro

portionally. In order to speed up the VLSIAJLSI system design and to reduce costs, it has

become necessary to start the circuit design in the eariy stages of technology development and

to predict circuit behavior before the circuit is actually fabricated, both of whichrequire inten

sive use of circuit simulators. Since the device characteristics of small-geometry devices are

highly sensitive to parameter variations, optimal circuit designs become even more difficult to

create than before. Therefore, an accurate and computationally efficient drain cunent model

for deep-submicrometer MOSFETs becomes extremely crucial and indispensable in developing

future system designs.

In this chapter, a MOSFETdrain cunent model suitable to predict small geometry effects

for size as small as quarter-micron channel length, for digital as well as analog applications is

described. The basic framework of this model is basedon the recent improved physical under

standing of deep-submicrometer MOS devices. In developing this model, meticulous care has

been taken in retaining the basic functional form of fully physical models while improving

model accuracy and computational efficiency. The ease of parameter extraction was also a

major consideration. In addition to the effects commonly included in the MOSFET drain

cunent equation, it is found that the inversion-layer capacitance effect [5.1,5.2], hot-electron

induced output resistance degradation [53,5.4], and souice/dndn parasitic resistance effect

[53-5.7] are also important factors to consider in deep-submicrometer MOSFET modeling. A

model considering all of these effects has been implemented in SPICE3 [5.8-5.10]. Some of
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the simulation results are presented. The model parameter extraction algorithm and tiie meas

urement system are also briefly cfiscussed [5.11].

5JL General properties of MOSFET modeling

5.1.1 Semi-empirical nature

Because of stringent requirements, fully physics-based models are seldom used in circuit

analysis either due to too complicated model equations or poor accuracy. Most MOSFET

drain current models for circuit simulations are, to a certain extent, semi-empirical in nature

[52]. In semi-empirical models, only tiie basic functional form ofequations derived from dev

ice physics are kept to describe the general MOSFET behavior. Higher-order physical effects

are incorporated through empirical equations with fitting parameters to achieve better accuracy

and computational efficiency. The drawbacks of the semi-empirical approach are, however, the

existence of non-physical parameters and tiie increasing size of the parameter set With the

computer capacity of today, an increase in the number of parameters is usually not aproblem

as long as all the parameters can be automatically extracted. But the existence ofnon-physical

parameters and the associated parameter redundancy problems are vital to tiie optimization pro

cess during parameter extraction [5.12,5.13]. Non-physical parameter values are also difficult

to interpolate or extrapolate for devices with different sizes. Therefore, a careful selection of

model equations and parameter extraction strategy is important during the model development

5.12 Accuracy

Die to tight specifications in circuit designs, MOSFET models for circuit simulations

usually require high accuracy under all bias conditions. Much work has been done to the

MOSFET drain current models. Important physical phenomena such as velocity saturation,

mobility degradation, and some short-channel effects previously cfiscussed are already included

in most sophisticated models. For digital applications, existing drain current models are gen

erally considered adequate for MOSFETs down to near-micron channel length. But for analog
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applications, where output resistance is as important as the drain current, existing models are

still far from satisfactory. For deer>subaricrometer devices, tiie extra considerations are the

source/drain parasitic resistance and the inversion-layer capacitance effects, both of which are

not included in most MOSFET models.

5.13 Computational efficiency

Since the model equations are usually evaluated thousands of times during simulation for

most VLSI circuits, it is essential that device models used in circuit simulators be as computa

tionally efficient as possible. The computational efficiency of a model is reflected by three

properties: simplicity, explicitness, and continuity of the model equations and their derivatives.

The first two properties directly reduce the equation evaluation time and the last one reduces

the number of iterations required in simulation and helps tiie program toconverge. While most

MOSFET models have explicit expressions for the drain current, discontinuities at transition

points from strong-inversion to subthreshold, and from triode to saturation regions usually exist

in the model equations and their derivatives. With the increasing complexity inVLSI circuits,

convergence requirements have become more strict The continuity property has been a crucial

consideration in future MOSFET modeling.

5.1.4 Ease of parameter extraction

For modem MOSFET models that typically have arather larger set of parameters, ease of

parameter extraction is another essential property of MOSFET models, since the applicability

of a MOSFET model in circuit simulation is highly dependent on how easily and accurately

tiie model parameters can be extracted. Usually, MOSFET models and tiie parameter extrac

tion system are developed in sequence which implicitly embeds difficulty to the parameter

extraction and limits the potential capability of a model. This is one of the reasons for Ihe

weak link between device characterization and circuit simulation. A useful MOSFET model

should be developed with easeof parameter extraction in consideration.
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52 BSIM - Berkeley Short-Channel IGFET Model

As pointed out in section 33, the basic physics involved in deep-subinicrometer MOS

FETs is similar tothat of their micron-sized counterparts and existing 1/j MOSFET models are

extendible to tiie deep-submicrometer regime with only the need for minor modifications.

Since the existing BSIM drain current model [5.14,5.15] (BSIMl) has all the favorable proper

ties listed in section 5.1, it provides a good basis for developing a deep-submicrometer MOS

FET model. This section briefly discusses the BSIM approach and formulation. Some results

and problems of tiie BSIMl model are also reviewed. More detailed description of the BSIM

history and models can be found in [5.16].

5.2.1 The BSIM approach .

BSIM is ageneric name of an integrated system for circuit designs. It is composed of a

group of models such as the drain current model and the substrate current model, a parameter

extraction system, and a circuit simulator such as SPICE. BSIM models are physically mean

ingful and mathematically compact, and since they were developed based on comprehensive

studies of device physics, most of the important physical effects are included. Except for the

very basic physical equations, the rest of the model equations were empirically determined to

achieve high accuracy and maximize the computational efficiency. There are no default param

eter values and all model parameters are automatically extracted from physical devices with the

associated parameter extraction system. This approach links circuit designs with process tech

nologies, which makes simulation results more realistic and also diminflt<*g any problems

caused by slight process variations.

522 BSIMl review

The present BSIM drain current model has been shown to be adequate in modeling

MOSFETs with one micron channel length, but tiie accuracy begins todegrade when the chan

nel length is reduced because the second-order effects of some physical phenomena become

more severe and others are not properly im^emented. Without mentioning the success that
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BSIM1 has accomplished in the past, this section will first briefly describe the BSIMl formula

tion, and then discuss some limitations and problems that BSIMl has when applied to tiie

deep-submicrometer regime.

The drain current equations of BSIMl are similar to those of a textbook model, but with

a better mobility model. The bulk-charge effect is also included and simplified. The major

model equations of BSIMl are listed in (5.1X5.12). A complete list of BSIMl model equa

tions and tiie meanings of each parameters are given in Appendix B.

(A) Threshold voltage:

V* = Vra + fc + K,V4>s - VM - K2(4>s - Vbs) - nVi* (5.1)

where Vra is the flat-band voltage, fe is the surface potential at which the threshold voltage

voltage is defined, Kj is the body-effect coefficient (equivalent to the parameter 7 used in most

text books), K2 accounts for the non-uniform channel doping effect, and n is the drain-

mcbced-barrier-lowering coefficient [5.17].

(B) Linear drain current:

ACVas-Vfc-iVnsJVns

1,58 ~[1 -HWs-VJ](1 +VES*yL*) (52)

where fa is the conductance coefficient given by

A=*T^£ (53)

2V$s-Vbs

g=1 1.744+0^364(^-Vbs) (55)

Ua is the mobility degradation coefficient due to the vertical field, "^ is the critical field for the

velocity saturation effect, a andg are derived from the simplified bulk-charge effect

(Q Saturation drain current:



where

-ioy-

* h (VCB-Vft)2 ....
te l+U.CVos-V.h) 2S- (5j6)

_ l+Ve+Vl+2Ve
K= €— * (5.7)

v _(V<s-V*)
c aEJL- (5^

and tiie drain saturation voltage is given by

DSAT aVT~ (55)

(D) Subthreshold drain current:

lsiibth=T—TT~" (5.10)
^EXP+^tm

where

te"i«VjW* nVnB [1-e V- ] (511)

lum^yOVj2 (512)

Vto is the thermal voltage given by kT/q, n is tiie subthreshold swing coefficient, I^p is tiie

current in the subthreshold region, and 1^ is used tolimit 1^^ in the strong-inversion region.

Some of the parameters in (51)-(5.12) are body-bias and/or drain-bias dependent

Although BSIMl includes many of theimportant physical effects, these effects are only

corrected to the first order. Therefore, the minimum valid device dimensions of BSIMl are

limited to L^ « 1/xm and Ts s 15nm. The channel length modulation effect (or the output

resistance) is empirically modeled by the fa parameter using a quadratic function of Vjjs (see

Appendix B or [5.18] ). This approach is generally adequate in modeling tiie drain cunent as

shown by thegood agreement between the measured and calculated 1^ - Vrjs characteristics in

Fig. 51a, butdoes not correctly predict the output resistance as shown in Fig. 5.1b, where tiie
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corresponding output resistance of Fig. 5.1a is plotted. The inability tomodel the output resis

tance makes BSIMl less suitable for analog applications than for digital. Furthermore, the

transition from the subthreshold region to tiie strong-inversion region is achieved by gwimwng

up the currents calculated in both regions. This approach adds 1^ to the strong-inversion

drain current and results in a constant current offset in the strong-inversion region as can

shown in Fig. 52. For analog applications, where most MOSFETs are operated at low current

levels, this current offset may cause large errors in simulation results. Also, an empirical con-
0

stent e1"8 is used in (5.11) to account for the slight difference in threshold voltage between

strong-inversion and subthreshold regions. In reality however, it is found that this threshold

voltage offset is technology dependent, varying with process, and is a function of device

dimensions. An example is shown in Hg. 53. Using a fixed number for the offset may also

introduce large simulation errors related to the off-state leakage such as DRAM refresh time.

53 The BSEV12 model

The deep-submicrometer model, BSIM2, was developed based on BSIMl but with the

aforementioned problems of BSIMl in mind. In this section, the detailed derivation of tiie

BSIM2 model is described. BSLM2 has been successfully used to model thedrain current and

output resistance of MOSFETs with gate oxide thicknesses as thin as 3.6nm and channel

lengths as small as 02fim. The drain current equations and their first derivatives are continu

ous throughout the bias ranges. An improved parameter extraction algorithm and system for

BSIM2 were also developed [5.11] and are cfiscussed in section 5A.

53.1 Physical effects included

Based on recent physical understanding of deep-submicrometer MOSFETs discussed in

chapter 3, it is found that the important effects that should be included in MOSFET modeling

are:
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Fig. 5.1 BSIMl modeling results. Vs are measured data and tiie solid lines are the
BSIMl model, (a) 1q& - Vjjs, (b) the conesponcfing output resistance of the
same device.
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1. mobility reduction due to the vertical field.

2. carrier velocity saturation.

3. drain-induced barrier lowering.

4. source/drain charge sharing.

5. non-uniform channel doping.

6. channel length modulation.

7. subthreshold conduction.

8. source/drain parasitic resistance.

9. hot-electron-induced outputresistance reduction.

10. inversion-layer capacitance.

Bccept for the last three effects, most of thesewere already included in the BSIMl model. In

the following sections, these effects were re-examined based on deep-submicrometer MOS

FETs considerations and their implementation in BSIM2 is described.

532 Strong-inversion region

(A) Threshold voltage

It has been shown in chapter 3 that the threshold voltage of properly designed deep-

submicrometer MOSFETs does not exhibit severe short-channel effects until tiie devices are

near punchthrough. Therefore, the threshold voltage model, Eq.(51), used in BSIML which

already includes most of the important short-channel effects such as the source/drain charge-

sharing, non-uniform channel doping, and drau>mduced-barrier-lowering, is retained in

BSIM2. A typical threshold voltage for a quarter-micron n-channel MOS transistor is shown

Hg. 5.4. The asterisks are measured data and the solid curve is calculated from (5.1). In

BSIMl, the drain-mckcecVr>amer-lowering coefficient rj is empirically expressed as a linear

function of Vjx and VK. But in BSIM2, the dependence of n on Vjjs, »7r> is removed since

it does not agree with physical principle and may cause negative output resistance at low

current levels if r;D has a wrong sign.
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Hg. 5.4 Threshold voltage versus body bias for a quarter micron n-channel MOSFET.
The asterisks are measured data and tiie solid curve is the modeL
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(B)Velocity saturation

The accuracy of adrain current model is directly affected by how the velocity saturation

effect is implemented, especially for deep-submicrometer devices in which the channel electric

field is high and the drain current quickly saturates. The relationship between the carrier velo

city and tiie channel electric field has been studied by various groups [5.19,5.20]. One of the

results is shown in Hg. 53 [519]. The dots are measured data and the curves represent

different velocity models which will be described below. The most commonly used carrier

velocity model is (5.13), because it leads to simple analytical drain current equations.

1-KE^) (5.13)

where E^ « ^ =vfar//z, p is the mobility, and v^ is the carrier saturation velocity. The result

of (5.13) is indicated by curve-1 in Hg. 53. However, this model underestimates the carrier

velocity in the low-field region as can be seen in Hg. 53. A second model, the so-called

"two-section" model [5.21], was proposed, to improve the accuracy of (5.13). In the two-

section model, a larger critical field of ^ - 2E& is used in (5.13) when E <I^ and sets v -

v.* when E > 1^. The result is plotted as curve-2. Although this model can achieve better

accuracy, it results in a discontinuity in the first derivative of the drain current equation at

YdsaT' To retain the high accuracy and yet to avoid the discontinuity problem, acompromised

solution is used in BSIMZ.

^=^
1+J^*-vESATj2

Ydsat

=3* tfV^VreAT (514)

where the critical field E^ starts from a larger value of E^,(l +E^) in the low-field region as

in tiie two-section model and smoothly changes to E^ at V^ - V^s/a as in (5.13). E^> is a

fitting parameter. The result of (5.14) is shown in curve-3 in Hg. 53. The quadratic function

used in (5.14) is to keep the first derivative of the drain cunent equation continuous at Vrj^x.

tfVDS^DSAT
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Hg. 53 Carrier velocity versus loogitucfinal channel electric field. The dots are meas
ured electron velocity [519] and the solid curves are different models.
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(Q Mobility reduction due to vertical field

It has been shown that the carrier mobility can be expressed as a universal function of tiie

effective vertical electric field for a wide range of oxide thickness and channel doping concen

tration [522-524],

ft= — (515)

where ftQ, E^ and n are constants whose values can be found in [524], ^ is tiie effective

vertical electric field in the inversion layergiven by

E^=7-(Q»+%) (516)

Qb and Q, are the bulk and inversion charge density, respectively. However, Eq.(5.15) is sel

dom used in circuit analysis for several reasons. First, Eq.(5.15) does not have a desirable

functional form for circuit simulation purposes because of the power function in tiie denomina

tor. Table 51 lists the relative evaluation time required for various functions based on 106 cal

culations in a SUN SPARC-1 station: The evaluation time of a power function is about 3

times that of an exponential and 120 times that of a simplearithmetic operation. Secondly, Q,

in the subthreshold region can not be explicitly expressed as a function of the terminal vol

tages, therefore it can not be directly used in most circuit simulators and results in difficulty in

parameter extraction. Thirdly, the parasitic source/drain resistance effect also causes measured

mobility to deviate from (5.15). A morewidely accepted mobility model is (5.17), which can

be considered as a first-order approximation of (5.15).

•""l+U^Gs-V^ (517)

For deep-submicrometer devices with thin gate oxides, the vertical electric field is too large

which causes the first-order approximation of (5.15) to become inadequate as shown in Hg.

5jS, wherethe electron mobility for 8.6nm gate oxide devices is plotted against Vqs —Vfc. The

dots are measured data and the dashed line is the best fit of (5.17). A simple amendment to
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irnprove the accuracy is to add rugher-order tenns to the denominator of (5.17). It is found

that the inclusion of the second-order term only, (5.18), is enough for most thin gate oxide

devices under normal bias conditions and the result isgiven bythe solid curve in Hg. 5.6.

ftQ

^"l+U.fVcs-V^+TJbfVGB-Vj2 (518)

The use of (5.18) also provides BSIM2 with the capability tomodel the nonmonotonic mobil

ity behavior with the vertical field at low temrxratures [525].

(D) Source/drain parasitic resistance

The effect of the source/drain resistance on device performance has been discussed in

section 33. In section 33, these parasitic resistances were treated as external components to

the MOSFETs, but from a circuit simulation point of view, adding extra elements to each

transistor would greatly increase the circuit size and slow down the simulation speed. Further

more, extracting intrinsic MOSFET parameters from extrinsic device characteristics requires

special care during the measurement and optimization procedures, which would greatly compli

cate the parameter extraction process. It can be shown [526] that with a proper selection of

tiie model equations, the parasitic resistance effect can be lumped into the mobility term. In

BSIM2, the parasitic resistance effect is incorporated in (515) and (5.18). Therefore, when the

mobility parameters are extracted from test devices, the source/drain parasitic resistance effect

is automatically included in this model.

(E) Drain current

In BSIMl, the velocity saturation and mobility reduction due to vertical field effects were

put together through multiplication of (5.15) and (5.17), resulting in a product term in the

oenominator of (52). With such formulation, the saturation velocity decreases as the gate vol

tage increases which does not agree with the physical observation that the carrier saturation

velocity is constant at a given temperature, independent of tiie vertical field [519,520,527].

A more physical approach, which sums the two effects together, is adopted in BSIM2 and the
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resulting drain current for the linear region is given in (519).

Function

EMPTY FOR LOOP

Total tinv» (me*r)

916
IF 817
ASSIGNMENT 567
PLUS 383
INCREMENT 1067
MINUS 383
DBCREMENT 1050
MULTIPLICATION 400
DIVISION 2650
MODULUS 3167
EXPfa) 16299
POW(a.b) 50506
SCKIYa) 1867
LOG(a) 4283
LOGlOfa) 16949
FABSfa) 1300
AOOSfa) 6367
ASINfa) 13133
ATANto 11533
ATAN2(a£)
CESUsl)

268189

4350
FLOORfe) 4233
SINfa) 14600
OOS(a) 12583
TANfa) 23966
SINHa) 38915
OOSHa) 26332
TANHa) 35249
AND 1767
OR 900
NOT 800
EQUAL 900
NOTHXJAL 750

LARGER OR BQUAL TO 883

SMALLHtORBQUALTO 900
LARGER THAN 733
SMALLER THAN 783

Comment

forfi-la<06.++ft ft

tf(a){>
a-b

a + b

+-fa

a-b

—a

a*»b

a/b

A%B

JnM

logto

JjlL
cos lM.
sin-*(a)
tan-*(a)

lafHhkb
1*41

M
sin(a)

cos(a)

ton(a)

sinhfa)

cosh(a)

tanh(a)

a&&b

aflb

!a

a —b

al-b

a>b

a<b

a>b

a<b
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Table 51 Relative evaluation time required for various mathematical functions in C
language based on 106 calculations from a SUN SPARK-1 station.
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[522] and the curves are tiie best fitusing different equations.
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^cXVcB-Vfc-^V^VDs
^"lH^^a-V^+TJtfVcs-V^+Vn^^ (5,19)

where "^ is given in (5.15). As amatter of fact, when tiie channel length is longer than one

micron, either using aproduct term or asummation term in the denominator of (5.19) has very

little difference, as far as the accuracy is concerned. This is shown in Hg. 5.7 where simulated

drain currents for both approaches are compared to measured data for a device with T^ -

8.6nm and L^ - 13pm. The dots are measured data and the curves are simulations. The

difference between the two simulation results is negligible. However, as the channel length is

reduced, velocity saturation effects become more important and simulations from the summa

tion approach becomes more accurate than the multiplication approach as shown in Fig. 53,

where measured and simulated 1^ - Vqb characteristics for a quarter-micron MOSFET are

compared.

Thus far the drain cunent formulation of BSIM2 in the strong-inversion region is similar

to that of BSIMl listed in (52>(5.9) except for some minor iiKxiifications. Since the denomi

nator in (5.19) is different from that in (52), the expression for Vc in (53) should be changed

to (520) accordingly.

v= (VGS-Vth)
c ary^Il+U^cs-V^+UtfVGs-VJ2] (520)

(F) Modeling results

Hg. 5.9 shows measured and calculated I^ - V^ characteristics in the linear region for

an n-chamd MOSFET wiml^-025pm and T«-8.6nm. The asterisks are measured data

and the solid curves are simulation results. The dashed curve along V& - 0V shows the result

if (5.17) is used instead of(5.18) in the drain current equation, (5.19), exemplifying the unpor-

tance of the secccd-order term of the mobility reduction effect in (5.18). Rg. 510 shows

measured and calculated 1^ - Vqs characteristics in the saturation region for the same device.

Similar figures for ap-channel MOSFET with L^ - 0.4/im and T^ - 73nm are shown in Hg.
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5.11 and 5.12. More modding results for cfifferent device cfimensions and technologies can

also be found in [5.11]. m̂ ^^
1 J 1000

•••ox

\v

L

86 A

1.5

Hg. 5.7 Comparison of modeling results between a summation term and a product term
in the denominator of Eq.(5.19) for a "longer** channd device.
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Hg. 53 Comparison of modeling results between a summation term and a producttfTm
in the cfenominator of Eq.(5.19) for a quarter-micron device.
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Hg. 5.9 BSTM2 modeling results in the linear region for an n-channd device. The
asterisks aremeasured data and the solid lines are the modd.
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Hg. 510 BSIM2 modeling results in tiie saturation region for an n-channd device. The
asterisks are measured data and tiie solid lines are the modd.
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Hg. 511 BSINI2 modeling results in the linear region for an-channd device. Theaster-
isks are measured data and the solid lines are the modd.
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532 Subthreshold region

The drain current in the subthreshold region is dominated by the diffusion current [527].

Using the charge-sheet approximation [528], the subthreshold current of a MOSFET can be

expressed as

i»b«1=|"'?o(v,Bj2'§"1^r(1~eV") (5,21)
where fa - VtoJnQttsuB/hj), Cd is the depletion-layer capacitance giveby

,4

A quick derivation of (521) is given in Appendix C However, Eq.(521) can notbe directly

usedunless <f>s can be expressed as an explicit function of the terminal voltages. A relationship

between the gate voltage, Vgs, and ^s has been derived in [527], but it is too complicated to

be used in circuit andysis. In BSIM2, a simple approximation is used whichwill be described

below. Fig. 5.13 shows a plot of ^$ versus Vgs - Vra calculated from two-cfimensiond

andysis. It is found that ^ in the subthreshold region can be accurately approximated as a

linear function of V^ with slope nVto and y-intercept -V0 as drawn by the dashed in in Hg.

5.13.

,-<v«-vj„
*y nVm 'rO

where n is the subthreshold swing coefficient given by

and

v« 2<t>Bpd
Cd+Cac

(5-24)

(5.25)

A detailed derivation of (523)4,525) can also be found in Appendix C Substituting (523)
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into (521), the subthreshold current can be rewritten as

v»

Udi^oCVj2-^^ ^ [1-*V-]
nV,to

Eq. (526) can further be simplified toyidd

^ubdi^oWm)2 —[l-eVttB]
nVto

-129-

(526)

(527)

where all the missing terms in (526) are incorporated into the fitting parameter ¥<&#, which

accounts for the threshold voltage offset between strong-inversion and subthreshold regions.

C

u.

S
CO

i.e

0.0

Vqs-Vfb

Hg. 5.13 Surface potentid versus gate voltage. Ihe dashed line is a linear approximation
of the surfacepotentid in the subthreshold region.
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S33 Transition region

(A) Inversion-layer capacitance effect

When the gate oxide thickness becomes comparable to the depletion-layer thickness as in

in most deep-submicrometer devices, the inversion-layer capadtance effect is no longer negligi

ble and has to be included in MOSFET modding especially for low gate voltage operations.

Hg. 514 shows calculated inversion charge density as a function of the gate voltage for a T^

- gnm device. The straight line in the same figure represents tiie usual linear approximation

given by Q^CVcs—V^,). Because of the inversion-layer capadtance effect, the inversion

charge density deviates from its linear approximation when tiie gate voltage is near the thres

hold voltage. This deviation increases as tiie gate oxide tiiickness decreases. Although tiie

drain current equations in both tiie strong-inversion and the subthreshold regions can be

derived, there is no simple analytical expression for tiie drain current near the threshold vol

tage.

In this modd, a transition region between the strong-inversion and the subthreshold

regions is determined. This transition region is marked in Hg. 515. A cubic spline function

of Vqs is created for this region to account for the inversion-layer capadtance effect Ihe

upper and lower bound of tiie transition region can be calculated from the equivalent circuit

shown in Hg. 5.16. Ihe effective gate capadtance C« of a MOSFET looking into the gate

terminal is equal to Qg in series with Q,,.

Cl=-^ CqA" (528)^ dVos 0,-rC^ *•">

where Qnv is defined as dQ/d^ and can be expressed as (529) in the subthreshold region

(see Appendix Q.

0.,-Qap V» (529)

Using the sameapproach used in the derivation of (527), C^, canbe approximated as
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Fig. 5.14 Channel inversion charge density versus gate voltage calculated firom two-
dimensional analysis. The straight line is the usual approximation given by
CWVa-V*).
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Fig. 5.16 Ecprivalent capacitance circuit of aMOSFET looking into the gate.
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VCB"Yfc"Voffiw

Q^Qe oV- (530)

In the strong-inversion region, Q^ is much larger than C^, therefore, C^wQ*. Ihis is

where the linear approximation (i=0x^(5-Vth) is valid. In the subthreshold region how

ever, Ob is much larger than Q^. Ibis is where the diffusion current dominates. Bycompar

ing the relative magnitnrips of Q* and Q^ along V^, the the lower bound Vq and upper

bound Vq2 of the transition region can be determined. For example, if we define the lower

boundto be at which Q* - lOOQ^, thenV® will be

Vgi ^V^-V^+nVJnC^-) (531)

Similarly, the upperbound, defined at Q^ *» lOOQ^, can also be calculated.

100C«V<a=Vfc+nVJn(--^L) (532)

The width of this transition region ( - Vqj - Vqj ) is about 02 - 03V depending on the oxide

thickness.

An effective gate voltage Vjg is created inthis region byusing acubic spline function of

Vcs.

V«-Q,4€1Vcs+QVas4C5VgB (533)

where the coefficients Q's are to be determined from the boundary conditions. The drain

current equation used in the transition region is the same as that in strong-inversion region

except V^s is used instead of Vqs- This cubic spline function also serves as a means to

acquire a smooth transition from the subthreshold region to the strong-inversion region. The

reason to use V^s for the cubic spline function in this region rather than using the drain

current directly is to simplify the boundary conditions. This approach avoids the need to deter

mine whether the linear region or the saturation region drain current equations should be used

at the upper bound.
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(B) Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions for this cubic spline function are chosen so that the drain

current and its first derivative are continuous at both bounds.

At the lower bound, V^ - V^, the boundary conditions are

VcS=V2aKVtnie 2aV- (l-expv-)w

dVg_ Vgi
dVcs 2nVta

and at the upper bound,Vqb - Vqj, theboundary conditions are

V^Vcb

dV«

(534)

dV,
=1 (535)

GS

Substituting (534) and (535) into (533), the coefficients of the cubic spline function's can

be determined. Thesolutions for these coefficients aregiven in Appendix D.

(Q Modeling results

The measured and calculated subthreshold characteristics of an n- and p-channel devices

are shown in Hg. 5.17 and Hg. 5.18. In Hg. 5.17, three regions marked A,B, and C for the

Vbs " OV curve indicate the subthreshold, transition, and strong-inversion regions where the

three different drain current equations were used. A smooth transition between the regions is

observed.
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Hg. 5.17 BSIM2 modeling results in the subthreshold region for an n-channd device.
The asterisks are measured data and the solid lines are the modd.
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Hg. 5.18 BS1M2 modeling results in the subthreshold region for apchannd device.
The asterisks are measured data and the solid lines are the modd.
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53.4 Output resistance modeling

Although the output resistance K^* is one ofthe most important parameters in analog cir

cuit designs, few MOSFET models can simulate R^ accurately. Typical output resistance

characteristic of a short-channd MOSFET is shown in Hg. 5.19. The shape of the output

resistance in the saturation region can be attributed to three mechanisms: drain-induced barrier

lowering, channel length modulation, and hot-electron induced output resistance reduction. In

most MOSFET models, the drairi-mduced-barrier lowering effect is included in the threshold

voltage. In BSIM2 this effect is modeled bythe i? parameter, therefore inmis section, only the

other two effects will be discussed.

(A) Channel length modulation

When the drain voltage is larger man Vkax, the vdocity saturation region extendi

toward the source, which effectivdy reduces the channel length and results in a non-zero chan

nel conductance (or finite T^) in the saturation region [5.29,530]. A schematic diagram of

the channel length modulation is shown in Fig. 520.

Channel length modulation is the dominant mechanism affecting R^ when V^g is near

VrjsAT* 1h*s effect is usually implemented in the modd through the p0 parameter. Because of

the reduced channel length, the channd conductance coefficient, /?0, increases as V^ increases.

where ^clm k the channel length reduction due to the channd length modulation effect

According to a quasi-2D analysis [531,532], ^Lqm is zero when the drain voltage is less

than Vjjsat and increases logarithmically with V-r after VrjsAT* A qualitative result of the

quasi-2D analysis is plotted by the solid curve in Fig. 521. In practice, however, it is found

empirically that the combination of a hyperbolic tangent function and a quadratic function is

more accurate and appropriate to modd 'Raat whenVjjs is near V^sat-

/?i^0+Atanh(^i)+/?3VDS--/94V& (537)
V DSAT
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where 0$ and f)t are the conductance coefficients extracted at linear and saturation regions,

respectivdy, fa, ft, and fi4 are fitting parameters, and ft - A^o+AVrjo-ftV^o). Aqud-

Hative sketch (537) is plotted by the dashed curve in Fig. 521. In (537), the conductance

coefficient $ starts to increase from Vjjs - 0 which is different from the qoasi-2D analysis.

Eq. (537) also eliminates the discontinuity problem at Vtjsat* 'Ine eS&A °f eacn parameter in

(537) on the shape of R^ is indicated in Hg. 522 which also reveals the means in which

these parameters can be extracted from measureddata.

(B) Hot-electron-induced output resistance reduction

As the drain voltage increases beyond Vesat* *he peak dectric fidd in the vdocity

saturation region increases sharply and electron-hole pairs are generated due to impact ioniza

tion [533,534]. The holes generated are collected by the substrate is referred to as the sub

strate current ISUB. When the substrate current flows through the substrate, it slightly forward

biases the source junction with respect to the substrate because of the ohmic voltage drop Vgs

( " IsubRsub )• llus positive body bias (for NMOS) reduces the threshold voltage causing the

drain current to increase and in turn degrades the output resistance [53]. This process is dep

icted in Fig. 523. Therefore, to the first-order approximation, the resultant drain saturation

current Iqsat <^ue to *he hot-electron effects can be expressed as

Iesat^dsatXI +CIsubRsub) (538)

where Idsat *s me drain saturation current without hot-dectron effect given by (5.6), I^-jb »

the effective resistance of the substrate, and C is a constant. Substituting the substrate current

equation, (324), into (538), Eq. (533) can be rewritten as

=1DSAT l+A*
u ^L.)

(539)

where Aj and Bj are impact ionization coefficients. Under normal bias conditions, the second

term in the brackets is much smaller than one, hence (539) has very little effect on the magni

tude of the calculated drain current, but it has significant effect on theoutput resistance aswill
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be shown later.
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Hg. 5.19 "typical ouiput resisted characteristics of ashort-channd MOSFET.
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Fig. 520
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^eff ALclM

A schematic cfiagram showing the channel length modulation effect

DSAT
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A>sat

Fig. 521 Qjalitarive plots of the conductance coefficient versus drain voltage. The
solid curve is the result of a quasi 2-D analysis and the dashed curve is the
BSIM2 model.
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Drain Voltage

Fig. 522 Oitput resistance versus drain voltage showing the effects of various BSIM2
parameters on the shape of theoutput resistance.
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Hg. 5.23 A schematic cfiagram showing the process ofoutput resistance reduction due to
hot-election effects.
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(Q Modeling results

Hg. 524a shows measured and calculated Irjs - Vrjs characteristics of a quarter-micron

n-channel MOSFET. The corresponding output resistance is shown in Hg. 524b. The accu

rate Irjs and Rgm modeling results make BSIM2 highly suitable for both digital and analog

applications.

As illustrated in the design curves developed in chapter 4, hot-electron reliability has

become the major concern in deep-submicrometer device, and circuit design. To predict the

device lifetime and/or aged circuit behavior due to hot-electron effects have also become one

of the design steps in VLSIAJLSI systems. Recendy, various activities in this area have been

reported [535-538]. More programs are expected tobe developed in the future. In these pro

grams, model parameters from both fresh and hot-electron stressed transistors are usually

required. Therefore, a MOSFET model for the future should serve well for this purpose. To

test BSIM2's capability in modeling stressed devices, the device used in Hg. 524 was pur

posely degraded by hot-electron stress to generate a threshold voltage shift of 022 volts, then

model parameters were re-extracted from this device. The modeling results are shown in Hg.

525. Again, very good agreement between measured and calculated 1^ and R^, are observed

which proves that BSIM2 is also a potential candidate for circuit aging related simulations.

Since theLDDstructure has become common in current technologies, a MOSFET model

will not be useful if it fails to model IX© devices. BSuVE's capability in this aspect is

verified in Hg. 526 where measured and calculated Ijg and R^ for an LDD transistor are

shown. Finally, me modeling results for a non-LDD p-channel transistor are shown in Hg.

527.
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Hg. 524 (a) BSIM2 Ijjg - Vrjs modeling results for a quaiter-micron n-channd device,
(b) the corresponding output resistance. The asterisks are measured data and
the solid lines are the modeL
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Hg. 525 (a) BSIM2 Irjs - Vtjs modeling results for a quarter-micron n-channd device
after hot-dectron stress. The threshold voltage shift is 022V. (b) the
corresponding output resistance. The asterisks are measured data and the solid
lines are the modd.
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Hg. 526 (a) BSIM2 Ics - Vrjs modeling results for an n-channd LDD device, (b) the
correspond outrwt resistance. The asterisks are measured data and the solid
lines are the modeL
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Hg. 527 (a) BSIM2 1^ - Vrjg modeling results for a p-channd device, (b) the
corresponding output resistance. The asterisks are measured data and the solid
lines are die modeL
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S3S Bias-dependent parameters

So far, 18 BSIM2 parameters have been described. Someof these parameters are found

to be slighdy bias-dependent which are approximated by linear functions of biases. All of

these parameters, along with the equations demonstrating their bias-dependencies are listed

below.

l.Vra (5J)
•

2. <£s (si)

3.Ki (51)

4.K2 (51)

5. tj = 17o + »?b Vbs (51)

6« Po " Ax>+ A>b Vbs (519)

?• A - &o + &b Vbs (537)

8. A " Azo + &2B Vbs + AoVos (537)

9. fa - #30 + Ab Vbs + #JGVGS (537)

10.A-^40 + ABVBS^• AgVqs (537)

ll.Ua-U^ + U^VBS (518)

n.Ub-Ubo + UbBVBs (SIS)

l^Ui-Uw + Um (514)

14. Um (514)

15. n a no +1% / V1+($s-vbs) + nD V^ (527)

16. Voffjc, - Vrfgeeo + YoffjetB Vfls + VattusD VrjS (521)

17. Aj» Ajo + Ajg (539)

18. Bj" Bjo + Bjb (539)

Note that the bias-dependencies of parameters 5 and 15 are different from those in BSIM1.

They are more physical now. E^ and E^> in (5.14) have been replaced by Uj and Un>,
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respectivdy as in BSIM1, where Uj - 1/EJL^g.

A complete list of the BSIM2 modd equations, the associated expressions for transcon-

ductance, gm, output resistance, R^ and body (back-gate) transconductance, g*, for all

regions, and the meaning of each parameter are given inAppendix D.

53.6 Size-independent parameters

The parameters extracted from a test device only pertain to that particular device size.

The parameter set for each device size is referred to as a "parameter file". Several size-

dependent "parameter files" can be processed to generate a set of size-independent parameters

called a "process file". The equation used in BSIM1 to generate the "process file" is given in

(5.40).

P(Li,Wi)=Po+^+^. (5.40)
where P(Li,Wj) is aparameter for a particular effective length I* and width Wj, P0, Pl, and Pw

are die size-independent parameters. A schematic cfiagram of this procedure is shown in Hg.

528. The size-independent parameters are generated by fitting parameter files with different

device dimensions (Lj's and Wj's) to (5.40). Once P0, Pl, and Pw are known, the modd

parameters for a device with any channd length and width can be calculated from (5.40) by

replacing L$ and Wj with the desired dimensions. Detailed description of this procedure can be

found in [5.11].

Although (5.40) does notwork well when the range of the device dimensions is wide, for

example 1^/1^ >10, it is still kept in BSIM2 for the time being. If awide range of device

dimensions has to be used in a circuit design, breaking the process file into two ormore pro

cess files with smaller device dimension ranges is recommended. Studies onimproving (5.40)

are underway.
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54 Parameter extraction for BSIM2

An IBM PC-based integrated system has been devdoped for automated extraction of

BSIM2 parameters. In this section, only a general overview of the system is described. A

complete description of the parameter extraction system, user's guide, and examples are given

in [511].

5.4.1 Automated parameter extraction system

(A) Systemconfiguration

A schematic diagram of the system hardware in shown in Hg. 529. This system consists

of three major parts: an IBM PS/2 (modd 50 or higher) or a PC-AT computer with a VGA

graphics card running under DOS 3.0 or higher (DOS 4j0 or higher to enable VGA screen

dump), an HP4145 parametric analyzer, and a manual probe station. An IOtech GP488/2 inter

face board is required in the computer to communicate with the HP4145 parametric analyzer.

The extraction program is written in Microsoft C version 5.1 with modified IOtech Per-

sonal488£ modules. The executable code is about 310KB.

(B) System operation

Hg. 530 shows the flowchart of the parameter extraction program. The program is

modular and menu-driven for easy operation and future modification. The only required user-

supplied inputs are the device dimensions, die location, supply voltages, and the SMU

(Stimulus-Measurement Unit) connections for die HP4145 parameter analyzer. The functions

of the parameter extraction system are grouped into two categories: single device mode and

multiple device mode. In the singledevice mode, parameter files are extracted from eachdev

ice. In the multiple devicemode, a process file is created from user selected parameter files. In

either mode, calculated I-V characteristics can be displayed together with measured results for

comparison. Device I-V data can be either measured cfirectiy from physical devices through

the HP4145 parametric analyzer or read back from a hard/floppy disk. If the I-V data are to
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be measured from a device, certain device functionality tests are performed before the formal

extraction procedures begin to ^»rmifre the device type and screen out devices with prob

lematic characteristics. Four sets of I-V data are required to extract all die parameters. They

«« *ds " Vqs in the linear region (V,* - 0.1V), ^ - Vqb in the saturation region (Vrjs -

Vrjo), and two Ijjs - V^'s at two different substrate biases (Vbs - 0 and V^ - -Vrjo). The

first two data sets are used to extract drain-current rdated parameters, (5.1) and (5.13>(535),

and the last two data sets are used to extract output-resistance related parameters, (537)-(539).

The playback feature of the program men allows die users tocheck the quality of the extracted

parameters for each device. This extraction process is repeated every time die single device

modd operation is executed. The total extraction time for each device is about 20-30

seconds without measurement and about 2 minutes with measurement on a PS/2 Modd 50

computer. After a few devices have been extracted, a process file may be created.

5.42 Extraction algorithms

The most commonly used technique in parameter extraction is the nonlinear global optim

ization [539-5.42]. Although global optimization will give the minimum average error

between calculated and measured results, the extracted parameter values may not be physically

meaningful which makes interpolation or extrapolation of parameters for other device dimen

sions very difficult and unreliable. Also, the optimization processes are usually slow, since the

computation time increases drastically with die number of parameters. Most of all, if some

parameters are mutually correlated in the modd, die optimization process becomes difficult to

converge or may result in non-unique solutions. Various auxiliary methods such as

Levenberg-Marquardt method [5.43,5.44], modified Gauss method [5.45,5.46], and the steepest

descent method [5.47], etc., are incorporated into the global optimization process to expedite

die convergence or to minimize the effect of parameter redundancy. Therefore, parameter

extraction programs adopting the global optimization technique are always quite complicated.
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Hg. 529 A schematic cfiagram of the BSIM2 parameter extraction system hardware
configuration.
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Hg. 530 Flowchart of the BSIM2 parameter extraction program.
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Dietothe mathematically compact functional forms of die BSIM2 model, alocal optimi

zation technique together with a physics-based parameter extraction method can be employed

to extract BSIM2 parameters. Because no sophisticated algorithms are needed with this

approach, the parameter extraction program can be easily implement and the parameters

extracted are also more physical and reliable than those from global optimizations. With local

optimization, only twoorthree parameters are extracted ata time under a certain bias condition

and the optimization process is repeated to cover all operation regions until all of the parame

ters are extracted. Since only two or three parameters are optimized each time, the optimiza

tion process is very fast. The non-convergence and non-uniqueness problems usually do not

exist.

In the BSIM2 parameter extraction program, the only optimization process is a combina

tion of Newton-Raphson's iteration and a linear least-square fit routine with two or three varih

ables. Ihe flowchart of the optimization process is shown inHg. 531. The model equations

are first arranged ina form suitable for Newton-Raphson's iteration as shown in(5.41).

f(Plo,P2o>P3oM(PM (5.41)
Or\ OT2 oPj

where f() is the function to be optimized, Plf P2, and P3 are the parameters to be extracted, Plo,

P2o, and Pjo stand for the true parameters that we are looking for, ?f*\ Pfm>, and P|m)

represent the parameter values after the m* iteration. In real case, the function fQ may be the

drain current equation or its variational form, and f(Pio,p2o»Pk) would be measured I-V data.

To make (5.41) ready for the linear least-square fit routine (a form of y^-rbXi+cxa)* °om

sides of (5.41) are first cfivided by WdPv Ihen the measured I-V data are fitted to (541) and

the increments of parameters for next iteration, ^P/m^s, are determined. The parameter values

for the (m-rl)* iteration are given by

PXnHl)=pXm)+i2pX«n) i=l,2,3 (5.42)

This procedure is repeated until all ^P/s are smaller than some pre-determined values, at this

point the optimization process is considered converged.
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Ihe procedures for extracting parameters fa U„ and U^ are describe below as an exam

ple showing how die optimization process is physically applied. First of all, the drain current

equation in the linear region (5.19) is re-arranged in such aform suitable for (5.41).

where G - Irjs/Vrjs >s <he measured channel cooductance. Ihe UiVrjs term in(he denominator

of (5.19) has been dropped in (5.43), since Vug is small (0.1V) compared to V®. Substituting

(5.43) into (5.41), the equation used inthe Newton-Raphson's iteration can beobtained.

0^#4»4,^=^'»)+^-^+4-^ (5.44)

where

«- <**•-*>_
*^ Vcs-V^-l-Vue

and

« ^--^ (5.46)
** Vcs-Vth-AVa

LXiring each iteration, the same measured Irjs - Vqb data are fitted through (5.44) to calculate

4^m), £j(m\ and ^(m) for next iteration. The iteration is terminated when the increments of

all three parameters are less than 0.01% of their current values or when a pre-set mwinrnn

iteration number is reached.

For each substrate voltage, a set of fa U„ and H are extracted. These parameter values

may exhibit slight substrate bias dependence and are fitted through a linear equation as listed in

section 535 to extract the substrate-bias dependent parameters.
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Hg. 531 Flowchart of the optimization process in the BSIM2 parameter extraction pro
gram.
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S3 SPICE simulation results

The BSIM2 model has been implemented in SPICB.C1. A program list of the

BSIMevaluatex module, which evaluates the BSTM2 model equations in SPICE3, is given in

Appendix E An example of SPICE input deck with BSIM2 model parameters is shown in

Hg. 532. BSIM2 model has been used to simulate an NMOS enhancement-depletion type

ring oscillator with T„ - 8.6nm and L^ - O^m. The simulated delay time is 24ps/stage,

very close to the measured data of 22ps/stage.

Ihe accuracy of the BSIM2 model has been demonstrated in section 53. More results

can be found in [5.11]. In this section, the computational efficiency of the model is discussed.

Table 52 shows the comparison of SPICE simulation times required for BSIM2, level-1, and

ievel-2 models on two typical circuits. The device dimensions used in the simulation were T^

- 25nm and L^ - 2/im for level-1 and level-2 models; T^ - 8.6nm and L^ - 025,05, and

0.7/im for BSIM2. The parameters for level-1 and level-2 models are typical values for 2-/i

technology provided by MOSIS.

Ihe first simulation is a DC analysis of five ^ - VJe characteristics. Although the

evaluation time of BSIM2 model itself is slower than that of level-1 model and comparable to

that of level-2 model, the total computation times required for BSIM2 in this simulation is

similar to that of level-1 model and twice as fast as that of level-2 model. Ihis is because the

number of iterations needed in the simulation for BSIM2 is less than those of the other two

models due to BSDvE's smoother functional form. Ihe total number of iterations for each

model are also shown inTable 52. Ihe second simulation is the transient analysis of a 15-

stage CMOS ring oscillator. Similar results were also observed. More simulations on analog

circuits are underway.
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AN 11-STAGE CMOS RING OSCILLATOR WITH TOX-86A AND LEFF-0.3UM
.SUBCKT INV 12 3
CI 3 0 0.IP

Ml 3 2 1 1 PMEN L-0.3U W-30U AD-120P AS-75P PD-36U PS-6U
M2 3 2 0 0 NMEN L-0.3U W-15D AD-60P AS-37.5P PD-23U PS-6U
.ENDS INV

XI 21 2 3 INV

X2 1 3 4 INV

X3 1 4 5 INV

X4 1 5 6 INV

X5 1 6 7 INV

X6 1 7 8 INV

X7 1 8 9 INV

X8 1 9 10 INV
X9 1 10 11 INV

X10 1 11 12 INV

XII 1 12 2 INV

VDD1 1 0 4.0

VDD 21 0 PULSE(0 4.0 0 0.5N IN 500N)
.TRAN 60P 60N

.PLOT TRAN V(2)

.PRINT TRAN V(2)

.OPTIONS VNTOL-1E-5 ABSTOL-1E-9 ITL4-50
+ CPTIME-1E4 RELTOL-0.01 CHGTOL-lE-12 PIVTOL-lE-29 ITLl-500 ITL2-500
.OPT ACCT

.WIDTH OUT-80

.model NMEN nmos level - 4
+ vfb - -1.0 lvfb - 0.0 wvfb - 0.0
+ phi « 0.889 lphi - 0.0 wphi - 0.0
+ kl - 0.93 lkl - 0.0 wkl - 0.0
+ k2 - 0.125 lk2 - 0.0 wk2 - 0.0
+ etaO - 0.017 letaO - 0.0 wetaO - 0.0
+ etab - -0.007 letab - 0.0 wetab - 0.0
+ muO - 327.3 dl - 0.0 dw - 0.0
+ muOb - -8.42 lmuOb - 0.0 wmuOb - 0.0
+ musO = 431.8 lmusO - 0.0 wmusO - 0.0
+ musb = -7.4 lmusb -0.0 wmusb -0.0

- 15.1 lmu30 - 0.0 wmu30 - 0.0
- -1.34 lmu3b - 0.0 wmu3b - 0.0
- -2 lmu3g - 0.0 wmu3g - 0.0
- 2.37 lmu20 - 0.0 wmu20 - 0.0
- 0.09 lmu2b - 0.0 wmu2b - 0.0
.443 luaO - 0.0 wuaO - 0.0
-0.025 luab - 0.0 wuab - 0.0
0.075 lubO - 0.0 wubO - 0.0
-0.0076 lubb - 0.0 wubb - 0.0
0.18 lulO - 0.0 wulO - 0.0
0.00014 lulb - 0.0 wulb - 0.0

1.125 InO - 0.0 wnO - 0.0

musO

musb

+ mu30

mu3b

mu3g
mu20

mu2b

uaO =

uab *

ubO -

ubb -

ulO -

ulb «

nO -

nb -

nd -

vofO

vofb

vofd

aiO -

aib -

0.35 lnb - 0.0 wnb - 0.0
-0.017 lnd - 0.0 wnd - 0.0
-1.16 lvofO - 0.0 wvofO - 0.0
- -0.034 lvofb - 0.0 wvofb - 0.0
- -0.069 lvofd - 0.0 wvofd - 0.0
' 332.68 laiO - 0.0 waiO - 0.0
1 108.55 laib - 0.0 waib - 0.0
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+ biO - 24.62 IbiO - 0.0 wbiO - 0.0
+ bib - 2.92 lbib - 0.0 wbib - 0.0
+ vghigh - 0.232 lvghigh - 0.0 wvghigh - 0.0
+ vglow - -0.114 lvglow - 0.0 wvglow - 0.0
+ tox - 8.6e-3 temp - 27 vdd - 3 vgg - 4 vbb - -3
+ cgdo - 2.0e-10 cgso - 2.0e-10 cgbo - 5.0e-ll
+ xpart •• 0
+ rsh - 10 cj - 0.0002 cjsw - 1.0e-10
+ js - 5e-5 pb - 0.7 pbsw - 0.8
+ mj - 0.5 mjsw - 0.33 wdf - 0
+ dell - 0

.model PMEN pmos level - 4
+ vfb - -1.0 lvfb - 0.0 wvfb - 0.0
phi - 0.889 lphi - 0.0 wphi - 0.0
kl - 0.93 lkl - 0.0 wkl - 0.0
k2 - 0.125 lk2 - 0.0 wk2 - 0.0
etaO - 0.017 letaO - 0.0 wetaO - 0.0
etab - -0.007 letab - 0.0 wetab - 0.0
muO - 131 dl - 0.0 dw - 0.0
muOb

musO

musb

mu30

+ mu3b

+ mu3g
mu20

mu2b

uaO

uab

ubO

ubb

ulO

ulb

nO -

nb -

nd =

vofO

vofb

vofd

aiO -

aib -

biO -

bib -

vghigh
vglow

.END

-3.42 lmuOb - 0.0 wmuOb - 0.0
173.8 lmusO =0.0 wmusO - 0.0
-3 lmusb - 0.0 wmusb - 0.0

0.0 wmu30 - 0.0
=0.0 wmu3b - 0.0
- 0.0 wmu3g - 0.0
- 0.0 wmu20 - 0.0
- 0.0 wmu2b - 0.0
0.0 wuaO - 0.0

- 0.0 wuab - 0.0
0.0 wubO - 0.0

6. Imu30

-0.6 lmu3b

-0.8 lmu3g
2.37 lmu20

0.09 lmu2b

.443 luaO -

-0.025 luab

0.075 lubO

-0.0076 lubb - 0.0 wubb - 0.0
0.13 lulO - 0.0 wulO - 0.0
0.0001 lulb - 0.0 wulb - 0.0

1.125 InO - 0.0 wnO - 0.0
0.35 lnb - 0.0 wnb - 0.0
-0.017 lnd - 0.0 wnd - 0.0
-1.16 lvofO - 0.0 wvofO - 0.0
- -0.034 lvofb - 0.0 wvofb - 0.0
- -0.069 lvofd - 0.0 wvofd - 0.0
0 laiO - 0.0 waiO - 0.0
0 laib - 0.0 waib - 0.0
0 IbiO - 0.0 wbiO - 0.0
0 lbib - 0.0 wbib - 0.0

0.232 lvghigh - 0.0 wvghigh «
-0.114 lvglow - 0.0 wvglow -

tox - 8.6e-3 temp - 27 vdd - 3 vgg
cgdo - 2.0e-10 cgso - 2.0e-10 cgbo
xpart - 0
rsh - 0 cj - 0.0002 cjsw - 1.0e-10
js - 5e-5 pb - 0.7 pbsw - 0.8
mj - 0.5 mjsw - 0.33 wdf - 0
dell - 0

- 0.0
0.0
4 vbb - -3
5.0e-ll

-160-

Hg"532 ££?** °f SHCS **** *** for « I*-** CMOS riiig oscillator withBSIM2 parameters.
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SPICE Simulation Results
Measured delay time: 22ps/stage
Simulated delay time: 24ps/stage
(NMOS E-D ring, osc, Tox=8.6nm, Leff=0.25um;>

Model Level 1 Level 2 BSIM2 BSIM2 BSIM2

Tox (A) 250 250 86 86 86

Left (urn) 2.0 2.0 0.25 0.5 0.7

Circuit DC Analysis, Id-Vd characteristics

Time (s) 1.51 2.80 1.55 1.49 1.52

Iterations 113 111 71 71 71

Circuit TRAN. Analysis, 15-stage ring osc.
Time (s) 185.4 173.7 142.7 152.6

Iterations 576 435 342 369

Table 52 Comparison of SHCE simulation times between the BSIM2 model and level-1
level-2 models. '
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

High current drive, high packing density, and high integration levels have been the

motivations in MOS scaling. Die tothe resolution of optical lithography, the minimum MOS

FET channel length was limited to the range of near micron. With the advent of X-ray lithog

raphy and E-beam direct-write technique, MOSFETs with channel length as small as 0.1/an

have been demonstrated. However, these techniques are very expensive and are incompatible

with existing technologies. In this work, a photoresist ashing technique has been developed

which, when used in conjunction with conventional g-line optical lithography, permits the con

trolled definition of the gates of deep-submicrometer devices. Since most polymer-based resist

material are ashable with oxygen plasma, this photoresist-ashing technique can also be

extended to supplement other lithographic processes, such as those of e-beam and X-ray.

As the device dimensions are scaled below one micron, short-channel effects and other

second-order effects become more prominent. To design and model deep-submicrometer dev

ices, the physics of these devices has to be re-examined and understood. Studies based on the

performance and reliability have shown that the basic physics associated with deep-

submicrometer devices is similar to that of their long-channel counterparts. Therefore, existing

design guidelines and models can still be applied with the needonly for minor modifications.

In this work, various design curves for deep-submicrometer devices have been generated

from experimental results based on the following considerations: short-channel and dnrin-

induced-banier-lowering effects, punchthrough and gate-induced drain leakage currents, hot-

electron reliability, time-dependent-dielectric breakdown, current-driving capability, voltage

gain, and switching speed. It is found that for an effective channel length of 03/im, the max

imum allowable power supply is 3V, which implies that some kind of hot-electron-resistant

structure is still desirable for05fun technology with 33V power supply.
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With the dramatic increase in the number of transistors per chip, the circuit complexity

and the fabrication cost also increase proportionally. In order to speed upthe VLSIAJLSI sys

tem design and to reduce costs, it has become necessary to start the circuit design in the early

stages of technology development and to predict circuit behavior before the circuit is actually

fabricated, both of which require intensive use of circuit simulators. Since the device charac

teristics of small-geometry devices are highly sensitive to parameter variations, optimal circuit

designs become even more difficult to create than before. Therefore, an accurate and computa

tionally efficient drain current model for deep-submicrometer MOSFETs becomes extremely

crucial and indispensable in developing future system designs.

In this work, a MOSFET drain current model suitable to predict small geometry effects

for size as small as quarter-micron channel length, for digital as well as analog applications is

developed. In developing this model, meticulous care has been taken in retaining the basic

functional form of fully physical models while improving model accuracy and computational

efficiency. The ease of parameter extraction was also amajor consideration. In addition to the

effects commonly included in the MOSFET drain current equation, it is found that the

inversion-layer capacitance effect, hot-electron induced output resistance degradation, and

source/drain parasitic resistance effect are also important factors to consider in deep-

submicrometer MOSFET modeling. This model has been implemented in SPICE3. A parame

terextraction system dedicated to this model was also developed.
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APPENDIX A

PROCESS FLOW

SUB-MICROMEIER NMOS PROCESS
(mocfified from MICROLAB CMOS PROCESS version 3j0)

single poly-Si, single metal

StepO: Starting Wafers: 15-300-cm,p-type, <100>,
scribed SUBC1 to SUBC10.

Control Wafers: PSTJB (p-type)
Measure bulk resistivity (O-cm) of prime wafers on Sonogage.
[NOTE): Only cany out HF dips where indicated.

Step 1: Initial Oxidation: target oxide » 200angstxom

1.1 TCA clean furnace tube.

12 Standard clean wafers, include PSUB control:
piranha clean for 10 min, spin-dry.

13 Dry oxidation at 950 degreeO
30 min dry Q2
20 min dry N2

Measured oxide - on PSUB control.

(Rework if oxide <50angstrom).

Step 2: Field Implant (Blanket Implant): boron (Bll), 1.5E12/cm2,70 KeV
Include PSUB control (no photoresist).

Step 3: Locos PadOxidation/Nitride Deposition:
target thickness - 250angstrom SiOjj + lOOOangstrom Si3N4

31 TCA clean furnace tube.

32 Remove all oxide in 10:1 HFuntil wafers dewet(including PSUB).
Measure sheet resistance R, of PSUB control on Prometrix.

33 Standard clean wafers.

3.4 Dry oxidation at 950 degreeO
45 min dry O2
20 min dry N2 anneal,

a) Measured oxide - on PSUB control.
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(Rework if oxide<180angstrom).
b) Strip oxide off PSUB control in BHF.

3.5 Deposit lOOOangstrom of Si-nitride immediately:
Deposition time - 22 min, temperature - 800 degreeC
Include PSUB control.

Measured Tn^Me-
(Make additional deposition if Tq^^ <800angstrom)
Save PSUB control for Step7.

Step 4: Active AreaPhoto Mask: ND (emulsion-cf)
Dehydrate, HMDS, Spin, expose, develop, descum, hard bake.

Step 5: Nitride Etch: Technics-C plasma etcher
[NOTE]: 1. Rotate wafers to insureuniform nitrideetch.

2. Wet-etch oxide. (Check for dewet in field regions).

5.1 Remove photoresist and piranha clean wafers.

Step 6: LOCOS Oxidation: target oxide- 3000angstrom)

6.1 TCA clean furnace tube.

62 Standard clean wafers.

NoHFdip.

63 Wet oxidation at 950 degreeC:
5 min dry Ofc
1 hour 25 min wet Q
5 min dry 0^

20 min ty anneal
Measured oxide - on a device wafer in the field area.

(Stop and consult if oxide <2500angstrom and check wafer uniformity;
stop and consult if oxide variation >500angstrom)

Step 7: Mtride Removal (include PSUB control)

7.1 Oxide dip to 25:1 HF fori min.

12 Etch nitride off in hot phosphoric acid: 145 degreeC, 60 min.
End point detection by dewet of PSUB control.

73 Dip off sacrificial oxide (dewet) in 25:1 HF for 1 min.

Step 8: Sacrificial Oxide Growth: target oxide - 200angstrom

8.1 TCA clean furnace tube.
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82 Standard clean wafers. No HF dp, including PSUB control.

83 Dryoxidation at950 degreeC:
30 mindry Ofc
20 minN2 anneal

a) Measured oxide - on PSUB control
b) Do not include PSUB control in Steps 9 to12.

Step 9: Enhancement Implant Mask: NG (chrome-df)
Dehydrate, HMDS, spin, align, expose, develop, descum, hardbake.
[NOTE]: The exposure should beincreased by25% tocompensate

for the dark field.

Step 10: Enhancement Implant: Boron (Bll) at30 KeV,
9 splits in implant dose.

Wafer SUBC- | 1 | 2 | 3 |
— (!« - 25angstrom)

Dose (*lE12/cm2) | 6.0 | 10 | 16 |

WaferSUBC- | 4 | 5 | 6,10 |

Dose (*lE12/cm2) | 3.0 | 6.0 | 9.0 |

Wafer SUBC- | 7 | 8 | 9 |

Dose (*lE12/cm2) | 2.0 | 4.0 |8.0 |

Remove photoresist and piranha clean wafers after implant.

Step 11: Depletion Implant Mask: NI (chrome-df)
Dehydrate, HMDS, spin, align, expose, develop, descum, hardbake.
[NOTE): The exposure should be increased by 25% to compensate

for the dark field.

Step 12: Depletion Implant: Arsenic at 50 KeV,
9 splits in implantdose.

WaferSUBC- | 1 | 2 | 3 |
(Toe ™25angstrom)

Dose (*lE12/cm2) | 35 | 30 | 25 |

Wafer SUBC- | 4 | 5 | 6,10 |

Dose (*lE12/cm2) | 20 | 14 | 12 |

(Toi - 50angstrom)

CTqj - 75angstrom)

(Tog - 50angstrom)
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WaferSUBC- | 7 | 8 | 9 |

Dose (•lE12/cm2) | 13 | 10 17J0 |

Remove resist and piranha clean wafers after implant.

Step 13: Gate Oddation/Pdy-Si Deposition:
target - 25angstrom SiQj+2500angstrom poly-Si for wafers SUBCl-3
target - 50angstrom SiOfe +2500angstrom poly-Si for SUBC4- and SUBQO
target - 75angstrom SiOfe +2500angstrom poly-Si forwafers SUBC7-9

13.1 TCA clean furnace tube; reserve poly-Si deposition tube.

132 Standard clean wafers,
include new monitor wafers TOX1,T0X2 and TOX3.

133 Dip off sacrificial oxide (dewet) in 25:1 HF (approx. 1 min).

13.4a Dry oxidation at 800 degreeC: Wafers: SUBQ-3,T0X1
targetT^ » 25angstrom
5 min dry Ofc
10 min N2 anneal.
Measure T„ - on TOXL control.

135a Immediately afteroxidation deposit 2500angstrom of
phosphorous-doped poly-Si.
time •» 1 hour 15 min, temperature*- 650 degreeC
[NOTE]: Do not include TOX1 control; include a new

control with lOOOangstrom thermal SiOfe on it
Measure Tp^-
stop and consult ifT^ <2000angstrom or T^ >3000angstrom)

13.4b Dry oxidation at 800 degreeO SUBC4-6^UBQ0,TOX2
targetTa - 50angstrom
30mindryO!2
10 min N2 anneal.
MeasureT^ - on TOX2 control.

135b Immediately after oxidation deposit 2500angstrom of
phosphorous-dopedpoly-Si.
time -1 hour 15 min, temperature - 650 degreeC
[NOTE]: Do not include TOX2 control; include a new

control with lOOOangstrom thermal SiQg on it
Measure T^ -
stop and consult if T^ <2000angstrom orTp^ >3000angstrom)

(To, - 75angstrom)
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13Ac Dry oxidation at900 degreeO SUBC7-9,TOX3
targetTK - 75angstrom
7mindry 0>j

20 minty anneal.
Measure T^ - on T0X3 control.

135c Immediately after oxidation deposit 2500angstrom of
phosphorous-doped poly-Si.
time -1 hour 15min, temperature - 650 degreeC
[NOTE]: Do not include T0X3 control; include a new

control with lOOOangstrom thermal SiOfe on it
Measure Tpdy-
stop and consult ifT^ <2000angstrom orT^ >3000angstrom)

Step 14: Gate Definition Mask: NP (emulsion-cf)
Dehydrate, HMDS, spin, align, expose, develop.
1. Right before exposure, do a focus-exposure test for GCA

wafer stepper to determine the best focus and exposure.
2. Expose and develop.
3. Photoresist ashing.
4.25:lBHFdip.
5. Etch poly-Si in LAM.

Step 15: Reoxidation: target oxide - 200angstrom on poly-Si.

15.1 TCA clean furnace tube.

152 Standard clean wafers, include controls, TOX2 and TOX3.
[NOTE]: No dip in HF after piranha.

153 Dry oxidation at 950 degreeO allwafers & TOX2 andTOX3.
15 min dry Q2
10 min N2 anneal.

Measure oxide thickness:

T«CIOX2) - Tac(TOX3) -

Step 16: N4" Source/Drain Implant

16.1 Implant Arsenic at Odegree inclination, 50 KeV, 3E15/cm2,
including TOX2, andTOX3 controls.

Step 17: N* S/D Reoxidation and Anneal: target oxide - 400angstrom on poly-Si

17.1 TCA clean furnace tube.

112 Standard clean wafers, include TOX2 and TOX3 control
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[NOTE]: No aip in HF after piranha.

173 Dry oxidation at925 degreeO all wafers &TOX2 andTOX3.
15 min dry 0^
10 min N2 anneal.
Measure oxide thickness:

T.CTOX2)- T^CKEG)-

17.4 Strip TOX2 andTOX3 controls andmeasure sheet
resistance (H/square) on Prometnx.
Save all controls in "completed controls'' box.

Step 18: Reflow Qass: target oxide - 3000angstrom

18.1 Standard clean wafers (NOTE No HF dip).
Include only one new, PSG control.

182 Deposit undoped LTO: including PSGcontrol.
Layers: 3000angstrom undoped LTO.
time =(approx) 15 mintotal (check current deposition rates)
temperature = 450 degreeO
Measure TKg - on PSG control.

183 Density glass at925 degreeO
include one PSG control.

20 min dry Oz.

Step 19: Contact Photo Mask: NC(chrome-df)
Dehydrate, HMDS, spin, align, expose, HAND develop, descum, hardbake.
The exposure should be increased by 25% to compensate for the dark field.
Hand develop 90 seconds.
Onepart Microposit developer; one part water.

Step 20: Contact Etch:

20.1 Dry plasma etch in LAM-2
Inspect thoroughly.

Step21: Buffer Doped-Poly Deposition:

21.1 Remove photoresist and piranha clean.

212 Standard clean wafers: piranha clean for 5 min, followed by
dip in 25:1 for 15 sec.
[NOIEJ: use fresh 25/1 HF solution.

213 Immediately after spin dry, deposit 2000angstrom of
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phosphorous-doped poly-Si.
time - 1 hour, temperature - 650 degreeC
Include anew control with lOOOangstrom thermal SiOfc on it
Measure Tpdy-

21.4N* poly activation:
Anneal wafers in N2 at900 degreeC for 15 min.

Step 22: Back Side Bch

22.1 Spin photoresist (front side), do notexpose; hard bake.

222 Spin photoresist again, and hard bake.

223 Etch back side of wafers as follows:

a)Wet etch poly-Si (buffer poly-Si thickness).
b) Etch off PSG in BHF.
c) Wet etch poly-Si (gate poly-Si thickness).
d) Final dip in BHFuntil back dewets.

22.4 Remove photoresist in 0^ plasma: 5-7 min at 300 watts,
followed by piranha clean wafers.

225 Do a 20 sec 25:1 HF dip just before metallization.

Step 23: FirstMetallization: target thickness - 6000angstrom
Sputter Al with 2% Si on all wafers.

Step24: Fust Metal Photo Mask: NM (emulsion-cf)

24.1 Spin Hunt WX-235 resist, expose, develop, descum.
[NOTE]: 1. No HMDS step.

2. No hard bake.

24.2 Wet etch Al. (Wet wafers first in DI water.)

243 Wet etchbufferpoly-Si, visual end point detection.

24.4 Remove resist with acetone (no piranha!)

245 Rinse wafers in IS water for 20 minutes, spin dry.

24.6 Probe test devices.

Step 25: Back Side Metalization

251 Spin photoresist (front side), do not expose; hard bake.
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252 Dip in BHF until back dewets.

253 Hardbake at 120 degreeC, 10 min.

25.4 Right after hardbake, sputter 6000angstrom Al with2%Si on
back side of all wafers.

Step 26: Sintering: 400 degreeC for 20 min in forming g«g.

Step 27: End of Process
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APPENDIX B

BSBV11 MODEL

List of Parameters

1. Vra flat-band voltage

2. ^s surface potential

3. Kj body-effect coefficient

4. K2 non-uniform channel doping coefficient

5. Tj0 value of tj extracted at Vbs - 0 and Vds " Vdd

6. i?b sensitivity of rj to Vbs

7. ijd sensitivity of rj to Vds

8. fa value of £0extracted atVbs - 0 and Vds " 0

9. fa sensitivity of 0O toVK atVds - 0

10. fa value of 0Q extracted at Vbs - 0 and Vds - VDD

11. 0sb sensitivity of 0Q toVbs at Vds " Vdd

12.0SD sensitivity of £0 toVds * Vds " Vdd

13.Ho value of U4 extracted at Vbs - 0

14.Ujb sensitivity of Ut toVbs

15. U12 value of Vt extracted at V^ - 0 and V^ " Vdd

16.UiB sensitivity of Uj toVbs

17. Uxd sensitivity of Uj to Vds

18. no value of n extracted atVbs " 0 and Vds " 0

19.nB sensitivity of n to Vbs

20. nD sensitivity of n to Vds
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(A) Threshold voltage:

Va^Vfb+^+KW^s-Vbs-K^-Vb^-uVds

(B) Linear region:

a.

Idso=-
ACVgs-V^-^Vds^ds

A><

[I+U.CVqs-VJKI+U^ds)

whereUj - l/E^Xyf and

l«r

a=l +
gK,

2V4>S-VBS

g=l 1.74440i364(^s-VK)

(Q Saturation region:

/WVcs-V,,,)*
Ieso=-[l+U.(V0S-Vth)]2aK

Vdsat='
Vos-V*

aViC

K=
l+v.+VT+Iv;

V«=
^(Vcs-Vft)

a

(D) Subthreshold region:

iExAmh
^ubdi=*

Iratp-fliimi*

v«-v,08-v4

U- nV«lEXP=^oV4ell8e

-178-

(Bl)

(B.2)

(B3)

(B.4)

(BJ)

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

(BS)

(BIO)
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Ifa^Ar^- (Bll)
(E) Total drain current:

Ids^dso+W (B12)

(F) Bias-dependent parameters:

»?=»?o+»7bVbs+)7d(Vds-Vdd) (B12)

U^U^+U^Vbs (B13)

U^Uiz+U^VBs+UiDCVcs-VDD) (B.14)

^^^^-^^sdVds^vdd Vdd Vdd Vdd
ft^T^-lf-rAP *rK+ftDVD3(^-l) 0U5)

A=^z+^zbVbs (B16)

A=^s+^sbVbs (B17)

n=no+nBVBs-HiDVDs (B18)
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APPENDIX C

SUBTHRESHOLD CONDUCTION

The drain current in the subthreshold region is dominated by the diffusion current given

by

hm-*£«Dn3§hp5L (C1)

where Q(S) and Q(D) are the inversion-charge density at the source and the drain. DD is the

diffusion constant givenby Dn=Vtm^0.

where

Q(S)=qNSUBe V°» (C2)

QP)=qNSUBe Voa (C3)

rf«-fc(l-i) (C4)
*d

^.VjD(i^2.) (C5)

253s"*d=Y
qNsub

Integrating (CI) overthe depletion depth, the subthreshold current canbe derived.

l«**=jlD4fldx

(C6)

^(VJ2-^ Vtta [l-eV-] (C7)
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cW^*F (C8)
2xIn deriving (C7), <f>(x) has beenapproximated by &(1—==-) and integrated from 0 to njl.
*d

Ihe relationship between the gate voltage Vqs and thesurface potential <j>$ is given by

VGs-Vra=^.-Ms (C9)
wherethe inversion-charge Q, in the subthreshold region can be approximated by [527]

Q0=V2qeliNSUB4>s (CIO)

A plot of <#s versus Vqs is shownin Fig. 5.13. In the subthreshold region (^ <2^b), fc can

be approximated by a linear function of Vqs as shown by the dashed line in Hg. 5.13.

n

where

dVcs _, . 1 ^ /qe«NsuB
n=- -tv<*4>s C» V 2fc

Q
«1 -Ksr- when ^ «2^b (G12)

C'CDC

Substituting (C12) into (Gil) andcomparing with (G9) and (G10), V0 cansolved.
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APPENDIX D

BSIM2 MODEL

List of Parameters

Given parameters:

T oxide thickness

T temperature

Vdd drain supply voltage

Vqg gate supply voltage

Vbb body supply voltage

V<a lower bound of the transition region

V<B upper bound of the transition region

-182-
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Extracted parameters:

VfB flat-band voltage

<{>$ surface potential

Kj body-effect coefficient

K2 non-uniform channel doping coefficient

tf drair^mduced4>arrier-lowering coefficient

170 value of rj extracted atVbs " 0

rjB sensitivity of n to Vbs

00 conductance coefficient

0oo value of 0O extracted atVbs - 0 and Vds ™0

0QB sensitivity of 0O to Vbs a* Vds - 0

#so valueof 0O extracted atVbs - 0 and Vds ™Vdd

0sb sensitivity of 0S to Vbs a* Vds " Vdd

0$ linear empirical parameter in 0qexpression

020 value of £3 extracted atVbs " 0 andV^ - 0

02b sensitivity of 0$ to Vbs

03q sensitivity of fo to Vqs

04 quadratic empirical parameter in 0q expression

040 value of 04 extracted atVbs * 0 and V^ - 0

04$ sensitivity of 04 to Vbs

04q sensitivity of 04 to Vqs

02- empirical parameter in 0O expression

02O valueof 02 extraxted atVbs • 0 and V^ - 0

^2B sensitivity of 02 to Vbs

02Q sensitivity of h to Vqs

Ut first-order parameter of vertival field effect

U^> value of U4 extracted at Vbs * 0
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UA sensitivity of U, to Vbs

Ub second-order parameter of vertical field effect

Ubo valueof TJ^ extracted atVbs-0

UbB sensitivity of H toV^

Vi velocity saturation coefficient

Uiso yalue of Ut extracted atVbs - 0 and Vds - Vdd

LJisB sensitivity of H to Vbs

Uij> sensitivity of Uj to Vds

n subthreshold swing coefficient

Dq value of n when Vbs •» ooandVds • 0

nB sensitivity of n to Vbs

njy sensitivity of n to Vds

Vofftet V& offset in the subthreshold region

Voffseto value of Ve^ extracted atVbs - 0 and Vds " 0

Vflfl,etB sensitivity of V^^ to V^

VoBstO) sensitivity of V^,,, to Vds

Aj pre-exponential parameter of R^ degradation due to high field

Ajo value of A* extracted atVbs " 0

A3 sensitivity of A; to Vbs

Bj exponential parameter of R^ degradation due to high field

Bjo value of Bj extracted at Vbs " 0

Bjb sensitivity of Bj to Vbs
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Model equations:

(A) Threshold Voltage:

Vth^Vra+^+^V^VBl-K^^-VB^-nVos (Dl)

g * 1.744-t0^364(^-VBs) ^

(B) Drain saturation voltage:

Vqs-V.1, _aVdsat= aVj^ (D.4)

K= ; (P-5)

c aU,„ W)

(Q Linear region:

(CI) drain current:

a

U'

ACVGB-V^-fVDsJVDS
far FT* (D.7)

U^^+UjVds <DS)

UU=1+^(^-^+140^-V^ (MO)

(G2) bias-dependent parameters:

A^otm+AtanK—^-J+AVDs-AVDs (Oil)
V,DSAT
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where

0Mm=0oo+0obVbs

01 =0S-<P<Xn+03Vdd+/?4V&)

A=0so+0sbVbs

A =#» +02BVbs +AgVgb

A =^30+AbVbs +AgVgb

A =040+AbVbs+AgVqs

^^o+^bVbs

U^Urf+lWVBS

U=lio+HBVBs

U^Uis t UidCVds-Vdsat)2
Vr2DSAT

=uIS

Vi^UEJ^

Uxs^U^o+HsbVbs

(C3) transconductance (gm):

dips Ips <y
gr

dVas 0 dYGS

+0Vds

60 _ 1 ( 40o dU ,
dVos U^dVos ^dVos^

ifVDs<VDSAr

*Vds>VdsaT
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(D12)

(D13)

(D14)

(D15)

(M6)

(D17)

(D.18)

(D.19)

(D20)

(D21)

(D22)

(D23)

(D24)
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&*-?[?-*^«-^) 0*5)

-^L^sech2rAVESV Vk * AVds dVpsAT,

-K^(^1)+AgVds-04oVds

tfVDSAT 1_ 1 VpSAT dK
dVos ~aVK~2 K dVos

dK dK <*Vc

dVos dVc dVcs

<D26)

(D27)

(D28)

dVc Us UisCVgs-V,,,) dCJt«
dVcs alU all^ dVcs

Vc Vc <*],«,
(Vgs-Va) U,«t dVos

(C4) output conductance (g^):

_ 1 _<flps _h& 60 , Ids

dVre U^dVcs dVM

dU dUtot „ „ dUi

•^.^^HCVqs-V,,,)]!, (D34)

a

=Ujs
dViDS

-2Uii(Vcs-Vi»ai) fl dVps^r (Ves-Vdsat)2 dVB&q.
V&« dVre ; vgg^r dVre

(D30)
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YdSAT VDSAT OVrjS

dVDSAT_ VDSAT _ VpSAT dK m<v~
^ds (Vgs-V^17 2K dVos ***'

dVfc

<IVds

dK _dK dVc
dVos dVc oVds

<l (D37)

dV« Uis Vc
»?-7r£-[u*+2Ub(VGs-Vlh)]i7

dVre aU^ LU

P38)

^=A-2^4VD3+Asech2(-^)(^ *> dSM') P.40)
dVns Vdsat Vdsat Vdsat ^ds

(C5) body- (back-gate)-Transconductance (gj&J:

dips Ips 60 R„ , dVth , Vps da x ^--v

da t dg | 8K|
oVbs 2V«s-Vbs dVas 4(4>S-VBS)3/2

^li^1 ^

-&-= Z2J364 -=-0.8364(1-*)* (D43)
dVss (1.744+0.8364(^S-VBS))2 ^Mwwni ^ v '

60 _1 (*0o .dU,
dVre UldVK PdVBs; (D.44)
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dUU dUt« dVfc
<JVbs dVos dVM <V<s -V,t)U.b -KVog -Vj214b

dVas" 2V«s-VM
+K,-HBVDS

^=A^BW«Vj^^)J*L

vdsat Vdsat Ydsat . ^bs

d0i

dVfis
=0$affl —AbVdd +04bVds —0ohhb

^dsat^Vdsat da Vdsat oV* Vdsat dK
dVas a dVas (Vcs-V^ dV^ 2K dVjBS

dK =dK dVc
o!Vbs dV« dV

c avBS

dVc _V H, dVfc Vc dCJU Vc ^
ultaffl —dVBs U, aUot oVbs Hot oVbs a dV^

dU,

dV
=UlsatB

BS

\ UidCVps-VpsAT)2
v*DSAT

2UlsUldVDs(VDs-VDSAT) <*Vdsat
VnDSAT dV,BS

(D) Saturation region:

(D.1) drain current:

lD3=^
2aK

FR

FR=

-Bi

1+A«

0=
00 00

U«t l-rtJ.O^s-VtfJ+UCVcB-Vj2
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(D.46)

(D47)

(PAS)

(D49)

(D50)

(Ml)

(D52)

(D53)

(D.53)

(D54)

(D.55)

(D56)
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(D2) bias-dependent parameters:

A=Ao+AiBVBs (psj)

R^Bjo+BiBVBs (pjss)

(D3) transconductance (gg):

_ dips Ips 60 21m I& dK t Ips dFR m,0v
*m dVos 0 dVos Vcs-Vfc K dV^ ' FR dV^ {°^}

60 _ 1 , 40o fl<*U*«tv
dVcs U^^dVcs PdVGs;

-Bi

dFR _ a^b-Vkat) Bj dVpSAT
<&& "^ (Vds-Vdsat)2 <*Vgs

Bi ^Vdsat

(D.60)

(Vos-VesatT ^gs

(D.4) output conductance (Gds):

oVds 0 dVos Ves-Vtfj K dV^ FR dVrjs v '

60 _ 1 ( d0o ffdUmtv
dVcs ULt <Wfe. P<1Vds;

-Bi

dFR ^a^ds-Vdsat) ^ (1 dVpSATv
^k ^ (Vds-Vdsat)2 ^ds '

(DJ63)

(D.5) body- (back-gate)-transconductance (gt±Jr.

dips Ips 60 2Ids 0%, Ipg &
Bn*» dVas 0 dVss Vcs-V^ cIVbs K dV^ {U^

Ids da Ids dRR
fTO"^7- P-65)a dVas FR dVjs
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d/? _ 1 ( <W> _g*U~t\ m_
dVK UU (dV^dV^ **>

-Bi

dFR m a^m-Vmat) B; dVpsAT
dVas^ (Vds-Vdsat)2 ^bs

(E) Transition region:

(Rl) effective gate capacitance:

^^C^CT CD-68)
where

*Qe nVto P^9)

fc=Vtom(-^L) (D.71)

VA=Vth-Vfl&<t p.72)

(E2) bias-dependent parameters:

n=n0+:s=+nDVK p.73)Vfc^YBS

VCffSet=V<tf8e(0+VdfKfflVBs+V0&<d)VDS p.74)

(E3) upper bound:
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yG>=v*^vmH?^)
(E4) lowerbound:

V<» =V* +Voffkt+nVtom(^)
(E5) subthreshold current

lDS=0(Vj2e nV- [l-*v-]

(R6) cubic spline function:

V«M^4A(Vcs-V^4<i(VGs-Vfl^4<i(VGS--VtflJJ

boundary conditions at Vq^:

Vffi=VQ2^RA

dV,GS

dV
=1

GS

boundary conditions at V^:

(Voi-V^-V^bJ

VCs=Vlh+Vofffet+^aKVtBle 2"v- rRC

dVes V^-V^-V*,*
dVcs 2nV

=£*D
to

(E7) solutions of Q's in (G.78)

«*4
1 2Vq2 3V&

*d 2VQ! 3V&
Kc-Ra+Vqz V&+V& 2V&+V&

o4
1 1 3V&
1 lb 3V&

Vgi Rc-Ra+Vqb 2V&+V&

-192-

(D.75)

(D.76)

(D.77)

(D.78)

(D.79)

(D80)

(Ml)

(D-82)

(D.83)

(D.84)
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where

<>4
1 2VCB !
1 2VOJ Rd

Voi V&+V& Rc-I^+Vcb

Q=I^-ClVG2-CiV&-CiVaB

A=

1 2VQ2 3V&
1 2VQ! 3V&

V<a V&+V& 2V&+V&

-193-

(D.85)

(D-86)

(087)
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APPENDIX E

PROGRAM LIST OF "BSIMevaluatcc" IN SPICE3

include "prefixJiH
include <Stdioh>

include <nathJi>

include "utfllf

include "CKTdefshn

include "BSIMdefsJi"

include "TRANdefsJi"

include "CONST*"

include "suffixJT

•

I* This routine evaluates the drain current, its derivatives andthe
* charges associated with the gatejbulk and drain terminal
* using theBSIM(Berkeley Short-Channel IGFET Model) Equations.
V

void

BSIMevaluate(vds,vbs,vgs4iere;QKKi^
o£Pomter/ibPomter,q^omter,cggbPomter,cgol3Pomter,cgsbPointer,
c±>gbPointer^bdbPointer,cbsbPointer,cdgbPobter,cdibPointer,
aisbPointerjC^rainPointerjVonPointer^dsatPointerjCkt)

register CKTcircuit *ckt;
register BSIMmodel *model;
register BSIMinstance *here;
double vds,vbs,vgs;
double *gmPointer,
double*gdsPointer;
double 'gmbsPointer;
double *qgPointer,
double*qbPointer,
double*qdPointer,
double*cggbPointer,
double *cgdbPointer,
double *cgsbPointer,
double 'cbgbPointer;
double *cbdbPointer;
double 'cbsbPointer,
double *cdgbPointer,
double *cddbPointer,
double *cdsbPointer,
double *cdrainPointer,
double *vonPointer,
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double *vdsatPointer,

<
double gmjgdSjgmbs;
double qg,qb,qd;
double cggb,cgbb,cgdb,cgsb;
double cbgb,cbbb,cbdb,cbsb;
doublecdgb,cdbb,cddb/xisb;
double ua,ub,ul,ulinv;
double duadVbs^ubdVbs,duldVbs;
double eta;
double detadVbs;
double Ai3i;
double daidVbs,dbidVbs;
doubleVdhmt,Vglimit,Vburnit;
doubleVp,Vpinv;
double sqrtvp^qrtvpinv;
double Von,Vth,VthO;
double o\todVbs,qVm0dAte,6VfodVds;
doubleygsminvth,VgsminvthO;
double Vgl,Vg2;
double Vof,Vtm,Vcom;
doubleVgeff,Vgeffinv;
double Vc,Vcnew,sqrt2vc;
double oVcdVbs^cdVgSjidVcdVdSjdvcnewdVbs;
double kk,kkinv,kknew;
double dkkdVbs,dkkdVgs,cMa^d^,dkkdVc^kknewdVbs;
double sqrtkk^a/tkkmv;
double Vdsat,Vdsalinv,VdsatO;
double dvdsatdVbs,dvdsatdVds,dvdsatdVgs;
double IdsJdsO;
double FRJ'Rinv;
double dfrdVgs,dfWds,d£rdVbs;
double UvertjUvertinv;
doubleduvertdVds,duvertdVgs,duvertd\fos;
double Usatvel;
double dusatveldVds/iusatveldVbs;
double Utot,Utotinv;
double dutotdVds,dutotdVbs,dutotdVgs;
doubleG,dgdVbs;
double A^Ainv;
double dadVbs;
double alphax;
double dalphaxdVbs;
double n;
double betalin,betasat,betaimp;
double d3etatmpdVbs)dbetatmpdVgs;
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double beta2Jbeta3Jbeta4;
double d>eta2dYgs/ibeta3dVgsldbeta4dVgs;
doublebetaO^etaJbetonv;
double dx*aOdVds,ol)etaOdVgs/ibetaOdVbs;
double tanh^qrsech;
doubleConl,Con2,C6n3,Con4;
double sqrvglrsqrvg2,cubvgl/aibvg2;
double tmp,tmpl,far$2,tmp3,m^
double tnipl2.tnipl3.trj^l4ftmp ;
double taip22,tn^3/itrnp9dVbs^^dVos,dm^
double Cbeffa,CoetibyC6effc>0)effoVklta;
double Vgb,VgU.Vfb,WLC6x^<pvdd^
int OiargeComputationNeeded;
int tmp244;

if( (ckt->CKTmode & (MODEAC |MODEIRAN)) 0
((ckt->CKTmode &MODETRANOP) && (ckt->CKTmode &MODEUIQ) ||
(ckt->OCrmode & MODHNTTSMSIG) ) {

OiargeComputationNeeded - 1;
}else{

OiargeComputationNeeded - 0;
}
if (vbs <$• 2.0* here-sBSIMvbb)

{
Vblimit - 2.0 • here->BSIMvbb;
f* the dependence of parameters on Vbs is limited to 2Vbb •/
detadVbs - OjO;
duadVbs - 0.0;
dubdVbs - OJO;
duldVbs-OJO;
daidVbs - OjO;
dbidVbs - OjO;

}
else

{
Vblimit - vbs;
detadVbs - here->BSIMetaB;
duadVbs - here->BSIMuaB;
dubdVbs " here-^BSIMubB;
duldVbs - here->BSIMulB;
daidVbs - here->BSIMaiB;
dbidVbs - here-^BSIMbiB;

}
if (vgs >- 2$ * here-^BSIMvgg)

{
Vglimit « 2.0 * here->BSIMvgg;
f* the dependence of parameters onVgs is limited to2Vgg •/
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dbeta2dVgs - OJO;
dbeta3dVgs - OS);
dbeta4dVgs - OX);

}
else

{
Vglinrit - vgs;
dbeta2dVgs - here->BSIMbeta2G;
dbeta3dVgs - here->BSIMbeta3G;
dbeta4dVgs - here-^BSIMbeta4G;

}

eta - here->BSIMetaO + here->BSIMetaB • Vblimit;
if ( eta <- OX))

{
eta - 0.0;
detadVbs - OX);

}
else if ( eta >05 )

i
eta-03;
detadVbs - OX);

}

if (vds >= 2.0 * here->BSIMvdd )
{
Vdlimit - 2.0 * here->BSIMvdd;
dvthdVds - OX);

}
else

{
Vdlimit - vds;
dvthdVds --eta;

}
if(vbs<-05)

{
Vp - here->BSIMphi - vbs;

}

{
Vp - here->BSIMphi;

}
Vpnv-lX)/Vp;
sqrtvp - sqrt(Vp);
sqrtvpinv - 1.0 / sqrtvp;
Vth - here->BSIMvfb + here-:>BSIMphi + here->BSlMkl *

sqrtvp - here-^BSIMk2 * Vp - eta * Vdlimit;
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Von-Vth;
dvthdVbs - hereoBSIMk2 - detadVbs • Vdlimit- 05 * here-^BSIMkl •

sqrtvpinv;
Vgsminvth - vgs - Vth;
G- IX) - IX) /(1.744 +0.8364 • Vp);
<%dVbs - -0.8364 * (IX) - G) • (IX) - G);
A-1X) +0.5»G* here~>BSIMkl • sqrtvpinv;
Ainv-lX)/A;
dadVbs -0.25 • here-:>BSIMkl * sqrtvpinv * (2X) • d(gdVbs +G* Vpinv);
Vgl - here->BSIMvghigh;
Vg2 - here->BSIMvglow;
Vof - here->BSIMvofO +here-^BSIMvofB * Vblimit +here->BSIMvofD * Vdlimit;
Vtm - 8.625e-5 * (here-^BSIMtemp +273); /* should be moved*/
n - here->BSIMnO +here->BSIMnB • sqrtvpinv +here-^BSIMnD * Vdlimit;
tmpl8 - 2X) * n • Vtm;
tmpl9-lX)/tmpl8;
if (Vgsminvth >Vgl)

{
Vgeff - Vgsminvth;

}
elseif (Vgsminvth <Vg2)

{
tmpl«» Vgsminvth* tmpl9;
if(tmpl<-15X))

{
Vgeff - sqrt(2 * A) * Vtm • exp(0.5 • Vof - 15.0);

}
else

{
Vgeff - «pt(2* A) • Vtm • exp(QS • Vof +tmpl);

}
}

else

{
Conl-Vgl;
C6n2-lX);
Con3 - sqrt(2X) * A) • Vtm • exp(05 * Vof +Vg2 • tmpl9);
Con4 - Con3 * tmpl9;
sqrvgl - Vgl • Vgl;
sorvg2 - Vg2 * Vg2;
cubvgl - Vgl • sqrvgl;
cubvg2 - Vg2 * sqrvg2;
tmpl - sqrvgl + sqrvg2;
tmp2 - 2X) * cubvgl + cubvg2;
tmp3 - Con3 - Conl +Con2 * here->BSIMvghigh;
delta - 2X) * Vg2 • tmp2 +3X) • sqrvgl • tmpl +6X) • Vgl

* cubvg2 - 6X) * sqrvgl *sqrvg2 - 2X) • tmp2 * Vgl
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- 3X) • sqrvg2 • tmpl;
delta-IX)/delta;
Coeffb - 2X) * Con2 * Vg2 * tmp2 +3X) • sqrvgl * tmpl • C6n4

+6X) • Vgl * sqrvg2 • tmp3 - 6X) • Vg2 • sqrvgl • tmp3
- 2X) * Vgl • Con4 * tmp2 - 3X) • sqrvg2 * Con2 • tmpl;

Coeffb - Coeffb * delta;
Coeffc - Con4 • tmp2 +3X) * sqrvgl * tmp3 +3X) * cubvg2 *C6n2

- 3X) • sqrvgl * Vg2 • C6n4 - Con2 • tmp2 - 3X)
* sqrvg2 * tmp3;

Coeffc - Coeffc * delta;
Coeffd - 2.0 * Vg2 • tmp3 +C6n2 * tmpl +2X) * Vgl • Vg2

* Con4 - 2X) * sqrvg2 • Con2 - 2X) * .Vgl • tmp3 - C6n4
* tmpl;

Coeffd - Coeffd * delta;
Coeffa - Conl - Con2 • Vgl +Coeffc * sqrvgl +2X) * Coeffd

* cubvgl;
Vgeff - Coeffa +Coeffb * Vgsminvth +Coeffc * Vgsminvth

* Vgsminvth +Coeffd * Vgsminvth * Vgsminvth * Vgsminvth;
}

Vgeffinv-1.0/Vgeff;
ua - here->BSIMua0 + here->BSIMuaB * Vblimit;
ub - here-^BSIMubO + here->BSIMubB * Vblimit;
Uvert - IX) +ua* Vgeff +ub * Vgeff * Vgeff;
onvertdVgs - ua + 2.0 * ub * Vgeff;
duvertdVds - duvertdVgs * dvthdVds;
duvertdVbs - Vgeff * duadVbs +Vgeff * Vgeff * dubdVbs -

duvertdVgs * dvthdVbs;
Uvert«MAX(Uvert,0.5);
Uvertinv-IX)/Uvert;
ul - here->eSIMulO + here->BSIMulB * Vblimit;
ul-MAX(uUe-5);
ulinv-1.0/ul;
Vc - ul * Vgeff * Ainv * Uvertinv;
dvcdVgs - Vc * Vgeffinv - Vc • Uvertinv * duvertdVgs;
dvcdVds - Vc * dvthdVds * ( Uvertinv • duvertdVgs - Vgeffinv );
dvcdVbs - Vc * ulinv • duldVbs - Vc * Vgeffinv • oVthdVbs

- Vc * Ainv * dadVbs - Vc • Uvertinv * duvertdVbs;
sqrt2vc - sqrt(l + 2X) • Vc);
dkkdVc-0.5 • (IX) + 1.0 /sqrt2vc);
kk-0^»(lX) +Vc + sqrt2vc);
kkinv-lX)/kk;
sqrtkk - sqrt(kk);
sqrtkkinv - IX) / sqrtkk;
dkkdVgs - dkkdVc * dvcdVgs;
dkkdVbs - dkkdVc * dvcdVbs;
dkkdVds - dkkdVc * dvcdVds;
Vdsat - Vgeff * Ainv * sqrtkkinv;
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Vdsat - MAX(Vdsat,le-5>,
Vdsatinv- IX) /Vdsat;
dvdsatdVbs -- Vdsat * Ainv* dadVbs - Vdsat * Vgeffinv • dvthdVbs

- 05 * Vdsat * kkinv * dkkdVbs;
dvdsatdVgs - Ainv* sqrtkkinv - 05 * Vdsat * kkinv * dkkdVgs;
dvdsatdVds - -Vdsat* Vgeffinv • dvthdVds - 05 * Vdsat • kkinv •

dkkdVds;

betalin - here->BSIMbetaO +here-^BSIMbetaOB * Vblimit;
betasat - here->BSIMbetasO + here->BSIMbetasB * Vblimit;
sqrvdd - here->BSIMvdd* here-^BSIMvdd;
beta2 - here->BSIMbeta20 + here->BSIMbeta2B • Vblimit +

here-^SSIMbeta2G * Vglimit;
beta3 - here->BSIMbeta30 + here->BSIMbeta3B * Vblimrt

+ here->BSIMbeta3G * Vglimit;
beta4 » here->BSIMbeta40 + here->BSlMbeta4B * Vblimit

+ here->BSIMbeta4G * Vglimit;
betatmp - betasat - betalin - beta3 * here->BSIMvdd + beta4 *

sqrvdd;
dbetatmpdVbs - here->BSIMbetasB - here->BSIMbetaOB

- here->BSIMbeta3B * here->BSIMvdd

+ here->BSIMbeta4B * sqrvdd;
dbetarmpdVgs - - dbeta3dVgs * here->BSIMvdd

+ dbeta4dVgs * sqrvdd;
tmp7 - beta2 * vds * Vdsatinv;
if (tmp7>20X))

{
tanh -1.0;
sqrsech- OX);

}
else if (tmp7 <-20X) )

{
tanh - -IX);
sqrsech- OX);

else

tmp —exp(tmp7);
tmpo —tmp tinp;

tanh- (tmp6 - 1) / (tmp6 +1);
sqrsech-4X) * tmp6 /((tmp6 + 1) * (tmp6 +1));

}
betaO - betalin +betatmp * tanh+ beta3 * vds - beta4 * vds • vds;
dbetaOdVgs •» - betatmp * sqrsech * Vdsatinv * (tmp7 * dvdsatdVgs

- here->BSIMbeta2G * vds) +dbeta3dVgs * vds
- dbeta4dVgs * vds * vds +tanh * dbetarmpdVgs;

dbetaOdVds - beta3 +betatmp * sqrsech* ( beta2 • Vdsatinv
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- tmp7 * Vdsatinv * dvdsatdVds ) - 2 • beta4 * vds;
dbetaOdVbs - here-^BSIMbetaOB +dbetatmpdVbs * tanh +

here->BSIMbeta3B * vds+betatmp * sqrsech * ( vds *
Vdsatinv * here-2>BSIMbeta2B - tmp7 * Vdsatinv *
dvdsatdVbs) - here-2>BSIMbeta4B * vds * vds;

tmp22 —vds - Vdsat;
if ( vds <• Vdsat)

{
tmp20 - (IX) - here->BSIMulD * tmp22 * tmp22 * Vdsatinv * Vdsatinv);
Usatvel - ul * tmp20;
dusatveldVds - ul * tmp22 * Vdsatinv * Vdsatinv • 2X) *

here->BSIMulD * (vds * Vdsatinv * dvdsatdVds - 1>,
dusatveldVbs - tmp20 * duldVbs+ul * vds * tmfiT. * 2X)

* here->BSIMulD * Vdsatinv * Vdsatinv

* Vdsatinv * dvdsatdVbs;
Utot - Uvert + Usatvel * vds;
Utotinv-1.0 /Utot;
dutotdVds - duvertdVds +Usatvel + vds * dusatveldVds;
dutotdVgs - duvertdVgs;
dutotdVbs - duvertdVbs + vds * dusatveldVbs;
beta - betaO * Utotinv;
betainv-IX)/beta;
tmp21 - Vgeff - 0.5 * A* vds;
Ids - beta * tmp21 • vds;
gm - beta * vds +Ids * betainv * Utotinv * (dbetaOdVgs

- beta* dutotdVgs);
gds - Ids * betainv* Utotinv * (dbetaOdVds - beta

* dutotdVds) +beta * tmp21 - beta * vds * (dvthdVds
+ 05* A);

gmbs »Ids * betainv * Utotinv • (dbetaOdVbs - beta * dutotdVbs)
- beta* vds * (dvthdVbs +0.5 * vds * dadVbs);

}
else

beta - betaO * Uvertinv;
betainv -IX) /beta;
IdsO -05 * beta* Vgeff • Vgeff • Ainv • kkinv;
Ai - here-2BSIMai0 + here->BSIMaiB * Vblimit;
Bi - here-sBSIMbiO + here->BSIMbiB * Vblimit;
tmp - MAX(tmp22,le-4);
tmp4 -Bi/tmp;
if(tmp4<50X))

{
tmp5 - exp(-tmp4);
FR-lX) + Ai*tmp5;
tmp23 - (1 - FR) * tmp4 /tmp;
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FMnv-lJO/FR;
dfrdVgs - tmp23 * dvdsatdVgs;
drxdVds --tmp23 * (1 - dvdsatdVds);
dfrdVbs - trnp23 * dvdsatdVbs;
Ids - HsO • FR;

}
else

{
FR-1X);
FRinv-lX);
dfidVgs-0.0;
dfrdVds-OX);
dfrdVbs-OX);
Ids-IdsO;

}
gm - Ids * betainv * Uvertinv * (dbetaOdVgs - beta * duvertdVgs)

+2.0 * Ids * Vgeffinv - Ids ♦ kkinv * dkkdVgs + Ids
* FRinv * dfrdVgs;

gds = Ids * betainv * Uvertinv * (dbetaOdVds - beta
* duvertdVds)- 2.0 * Ids * Vgeffinv * dvthdVds
- Ids * kkinv * dkkdVds + Ids * FRinv * drrdVds;

gmbs - Ids * betainv * Uvertinv * (dbetaOdVbs - beta
* duvertdVbs) - 2.0 * Ids * Vgeffinv * dvthdVbs
- Ids * Ainv * dadVbs - Ids • kkinv * dkkdVbs
+ Ids * FRinv * dfrdVbs;

}

ChargeCornputation:

P Some limiting of DC Parameters */
gm - MAXfemflX));
gds - MAX(gds,lX)e-20);
gmbs - MAXfembsjOX));

WLCox - model->BSIMCax •

(here->BSIMl - model-^BSIMdeltaL * l.e-6) *
0iei^5BSIMw-irK)del->BSIMdeltaW*l^)*1^4; /*FV

if( here->BSMchannelChargePartitionFlag >1)
{
ChargeComputationNeeded -1;

>

if( ! ChargeCbrnputationNeeded )
{

qg -OX);
qd - 0.0;
c]b-0X);
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cggb - OX);
cgsb - OX);
cgdb - OX);
cd|gb - OX);
cdsb-OX);
cddb-OX);
cbgb - OX);
cbsb - OX);
cbdb-OX);
goto finished;

}

if( (here->BSIMchanndChaigePartitionHsg — 1)
{

A0A0O partitioning for drain/source charges in saturation region*/

Vgb - vgs - vbs;
Vgb_Vfb - Vgb - here->BSlMvfb;
Vgl-02;
Vg2--0.15;
VthO - here->BSIMvfb + here-5©SIN4*i +here-^BSIMkl

* sqrtvp;
VgsminvthO - vgs - VthO;
VdsatO - VgsminvthO • Ainv;
VdsatO - MAX(VdsatO/));

if( Vgb_Vfb <0.0) /"Accumulation Region*/
{

qg-WLCox *Vgh_Vfb;
qb - - qg;
qd - OX);
cggb - WLCox;
cgdb - OX);
cgsb - OX);
cgbb - - cggb;
cbgb - - WLCox;
cbdb - OX);
cbsb - OX);
cbbb - cggb;
cdgb-OX);
cddb - 0.0;
cdsb - OX);
cdbb - OX);
goto finished;

}
elseif ( VgsminvthO <- Vg2 ) /» Subthreshold Region */
{
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tmp8 - sqrt(lX) +4X) • Vgb3fo/(here->BSIMkl
* here-:>BSIMkl));

qg -03 * WLCox * here->BSIMkl * here-^BSIMkl
*(-lX) + tmp8);

qj>--qg;
qd-OX);
cggb-WLCox/tmp8;
cgbb - - cggb;
cgdb-cgsb-OX);
cbbb - cggb;
cbgb - - cggb;
cbdb - cbsb - OX);
cdgb - cddb - cdsb - cdbb - OX);
goto finished;

}
else if ( VgsminvthO <Vgl )

{
tmpS - sqrt(lX) +4.0 * (Vgb.Vfb - VgsminvthO +Vg2)

/(here-5BSIMkl * here->BSlMkl));
Conl - 03 * WLCox * here->BSIMkl * here->BSIMkl

* (-1.0 + tmp8);
tmp9 - sqrt(lX) +4.0 * (Vgb.VEb - VgsminvthO)

/(hereoBSIMkl * here-^BSIMkl));
Con2 - 03 * WLCox * here->BSIMkl * here-^BSIMkl

* (-1X) + tmp9);
dvthOdVbs - - here->BSIMkl • 03 * sqrtvpinv;
if( vds <VdsatO ) /* triode region •/

{
alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9 - Vgl - 03 * alphax * vds;
tir459-MAX(tmp9,le-9);
tmp2-1.0/tmp9;
dtmp9dVbs - -oVthOdVos - 03 * vds* dalphaxdVbs;
dtrnp9dVds - - 03 * alphax;
tmplO - alphax * vds;
tmpl —tmplO * tmp2;
tmpll - vds * tmp2;
tmpl2 - tmplO • tmpll * tmp2;
tmpl4 - IX) - alphax;
tmpl3 - tmpl4 • vds;
Con3 - WLCox * (Vgl +VthO - here->BSIMvfb

- here->BSI\%*i - 03 * vds+0X)8333 • vds • tmpl);
tmp20 - Conl - Con2;
tmp21 - Con3 - Con2;
delta- IX) /(Vg2 • Vgl • Vgl - Vgl * Vg2 • Vg2);
Coeffb - (tmp20 * Vgl * Vgl - tmp21 * Vg2 * Vg2) * delta;
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Coeffc - (Vg2 * tmp21 - Vgl • tmp20) • delta;
qg - C6n2 +Coeffb * VgsminvthO +Coeffc * VgsrninvmO

• VgsminvthO;
Con3 - - WLCox• ( - VthO +here->BSIMvfb +here-^BSIN^phi

+03 * tmpl3 - 0.08333 • tmpl3 * tmpl);
tmp21 - Con3 - Con2;
Coeffb - (tmp20 • Vgl • Vgl - tmp21 * Vg2 • Vg2) • delta;
Coeffc - (Vg2 • tmp21 - Vgl • tmp20) • delta;
qjb - - (Con2 +Coeffb * VgsrmnvthO +Coeffc * VgsrninvthO

* VgsminvthO);
tmp20 - Vgl - Vg2;
trnj^l - IX) / (tmp20 * trnp20>,
tmp22 - VgsminvthO - Vg2;
tm£23 - tmp22 * tmp22;
tmpl9 - tmp21 * tmp23;
qd =- WLCox * (03 * Vgl -0.75 ♦ tmplO

+ 0.125 * tmplO * tmpl) * tmpl9;
cggb=WLCox / tmpS* (IX) - tmpl9) +WLCox * (1.0

- 0.08333 * tmpl2) • tmpl9;
cgdb=WLCox * ( - 03 +0.16667 * alphax * tmpll

- 0.08333 * tmpl2 ♦ dtmp9dVds) * tmpl9;
cgbb- - WLCox / tmpS * (1.0 - tmpl9) +WLCox * 0X)8333

* (vds * tmpll * dalphaxdVbs - tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs)
*tmpl9;

cgsb- - (cggb + cgdb+ cgbb);
cbgb-- WLCox /tmpS • (IX) - tmpl9) +WLCox * 0X)8333

* tmpl2 * tmpl4 * tmpl9;
cbdb - WLCox * tmpl4 * (03 - 0.16667 * alphax * tmpll

+ 0X)8333 * tmpl2 * dtmp9dVds) • tmpl9;
cbbb - WLCbx / tmp8* (IX) - tmpl9) - WLCox * (dvthOdVbs

+03 * vds * dalphaxdVbs +0.08333 ♦ vds * tmpll
* (IX) - 03 * alphax) *dalphaxdVbs - 0.08333
* tmpl4 * tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs) * tmpl9;

cbsb - - (cbgb + cbdb+ cbbb);
cdgb - - WLCox* (03 - 0.125 * alphax * tmpl2) * tmpl9;
cdtSo - WLCox * (0.75 • alphax - 025 • alphax • alphax

* tmpll +0.125 * alphax * tmpl2 * dtrnp9dVds)
•tmpl9;

cdbb - WLCox * (03 * dvthOdVbs + 0.75 * vds
* dalphaxdVbs - 025 * alphax * vds * tmpll
* dalphaxdVbs + 0.125 * alphax * tmpl2
* dtmp9dVbs) * tmpl9;

cdsb - - (cdgb + cddb + cdbb);
goto finished;

else
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alphax- A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9- IX) /(3X)* alphax);
tmplO - Vgl • tmp9;
tmpll - tmplO / alphax;
Con3 - WLCox * (VthO +Vgl - here->BSIMvfb

- here->BSlMphi - tmplO);
tmp20 - Conl - C6n2;
tmp21 - Con3 - Con2;
delta-1.0 /(Vg2 * Vgl • Vgl - Vgl • Vg2 * Vg2);
Coeffb - (tmp20 *Vgl * Vgl - tmp21 • Vg2 * Vg2) • delta;
Coeffc - (Vg2 * tmp21 - Vgl • tmp20) • delta;
qg- Con2 +Coeffb * VgsrninvthO +Coeffc * VgamnvthO

* VgsminvthO;
Con3 - - WLCox • (here->©SIMvfb +here-:>BSIMphi - VthO

+(IX) - alphax) * tmplO);
tmp21 - Con3 - Con2;
Coeffb - (tmp20 * Vgl * Vgl - tmp21 * Vg2 * Vg2) * delta;
Coeffc - (Vg2 * tmp21 - Vgl * tmp20) * delta;
qb - - (Con2 +Coeffb * VgsminvthO +Coeffc * VgsminvthO

* VgsminvthO);
tmp20-Vgl-Vg2;
tmp21 - IX) / (tmp20 * tmp20);
tmp22 - VgsminvthO - Vg2;
tmp23 - tmp22 * tmp22;
tmpl9 - tmp21 * tmp23;
qd-OX);
cggb - WLCox /tmp8 • (IX) - tmpl9) +WLCox • (IX)

- tmp9) * tmpl9;
cgdb - 0.0;
cgbb - - WLCox / tmp8 * (1X) - tmpl9) +WLCbx * (tmp9

* dvthOdVbs +tmpll * dalphaxdVbs) * tmpl9;
cgsb - - (cggb +cgdb +cgbb);
cbgb - -WLCox / tmp8 * (IX) - tmpl9) +WLCox * (tmp9

- 033333) *tmpl9;
cbdb - 0.0;
cbbb - WLCox / tmp8 * (1X) - tmpl9) - WLCox * ((0.66667

+tmp9) • dvthOdVbs +tmpll • dalphaxdVbs) • tmpl9;
cbsb - - (cbgb +cbdb +cbbb);
cdgb-OX);
cddb-OX);
cdbb - 0.0;
cdsb - OX);
goto finished;

}

elseif( vds <VdsatO ) I* triode region •/
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{
alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9 - VgsrninvthO - 03 * alphax * vds;
m^-MAX(tmp9,le-9); '
trnp2-lX)/tmp9;
drmp9dVbs --dvthOdVbs - 03 * vds * dalphaxdVbs;
Arnp9dVds - - 03 * alphax;
tmplO - alphax * vds;
tmpl —tmplO * tmp2;
tmpll - vds * tmp2;
tmpl2 - tmplO * tmpll * tmp2;
tmpl4 - IX) - alphax;
tmpl3 - tmpl4 * vds;
qg - WLCox * (vgs - here->BSIMvfb - here->BSIMphi

- 03 * vds + 0X)8333 * vds * tmpl);
qb - WLCox * ( - VthO + here->BSIMvfb +here-2BSIMphi

+03 * tmpl3 - 0X)8333 * tmpl3 * tmpl);
qd-- WLCox * (03 * VgsminvthO - 0.75 * tmplO

+ 0.125 * tmplO * tmpl);
cggb - WLCox * (1.0 - 0X)8333 * tmpl2);
cgdb - WLCox * ( - 03 +016667 * alphax * tmpll

- OJ08333 * tmpl2 * drmp9dVds);
cgbb - WLCox * 0X)8333 * (vds • tmpll * dalphaxdVbs

- tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs);
cgsb - - (cggb + cgdb + cgbb);
cbgb - WLCox * 0XJ8333 * tmpl2 * tmpl4;
cbdb =WLCox * tmpl4 * (03-016667 • alphax* tmpll

+ 0.08333 * tmpl2 • dtmp9dVds);
cbbb - - WLCox• (dvthOdVbs +03 * vds * dalphaxdVbs

+0.08333 * vds * tmpll * (IX) - 03 • alphax)
* dalphaxdVbs - 0X)8333 * tmpl4 * tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs);

cbsb - - (cbgb + cbdb + cbbb);
cdgb -- WLCox * (03-0.125 * alphax • tmpl2);
cddb- WLCox * (0.75 • alphax-025 * alphax• alphax

• tmpll + 0.125 • alphax * tmpl2 * dtmp9dVds);
cdbb - WLCox • (03 * dvthOdVbs +0.75 * vds • dalphaxdVbs

- 025 * alphax • vds * tmpll * dalphaxdVbs
+ 0.125* alphax * tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs);

cdsb- - (cdgb + cddb + cdbb);
goto finished;

}
else if( vds >- VdsatO ) I* saturation region */

{
alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9- IX) /(3.0* alphax);
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tmplO - VgsminvthO * tmp9;
tmpll —tmplO / alphax;
qg - WLCox • (vgs - here-^SIMvfb - terecBSIMphi - tmplO);
qb - WLCox • (here-rsBSIMvfb +hereoBSIMphi - VthO

+(IX) - alphax) * tmplO);
qd-OX);
cggb - WLCox • (IX) - tmp9);
cgdb - OJO;
cgbb - WLXjox • (tmp9 * oVthOdVbs +tmpll • dalphaxdVbs);
cgsb - - (cggb +cgdb +cgbb);
cbgb - WLCox ♦ (tmp9 - 033333);
cbdb-OX);
cbbb -- WLCox • ((0.66667 +tmp9) * dvthOdVbs

+tmpll • dalphaxdVbs);
cbsb - - (cbgb +cbdb +cbbb);
cdgb - 0.0;
cddb - 0.0;
cdbb - 0.0;
cdsb - 0.0;
goto finished;

>

goto finished;

else I* OiannelChaigePaitionFlK < 1 •/
{

l*4Qftft partitioning for drain/source charges in saturation region*/
tmp24 - tmp24 - 20;
Vgb - vgs - vbs ;
Vgb_Vfb - Vgb-here->BSIMvfb;
Vgl-02;
Vg2--0.15;
VthO - here->BSIMvfb +here->BSIMphi +here->BSIMkl

* sqrtvp;
VgsminvthO - vgs - VthO;
VdsatO - VgsminvthO * Ainv;
VdsatO - MAX(VdsatO/));

if(Vgb.Vfb <0X)) I* Accumulation Region •/
{

qg-WLCox *Vgb.Vrb;
qb--qg;
qd-OX);
cggb-WLCox;
cgdb - 0.;
cgsb - 0.;
cgbb - - cggb;
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cbgb--WLCox;
cbdb-0.;
cbsb-0.;
cbbb - cggb;
cd|gb-0.;
cddb-0.;
cdsb-0.;
cdbb-OX);
goto finished;

}
elsetf(VgsrmnvthO<-Vg2) I* Subthreshold Region •/
{
tmpS - sqrt(lX) +4X) • Vgb„Vfb / (here-^SIMkl

* here-^BSIMkl));
qg - 03 * WLCox * here-^BSIMkl * here-^BSIMkl

* (-1X) + tmp8);
qb = -qg;
qd-OX);
cggb » WLCox / tmpS;
cgbb - - cggb;
cgdb - cgsb - 0.0;
cbbb - cggb;
cbgb - - cggb;
cbdb - cbsb - OX);
cdgb - cddb - cdsb - cdbb - OX);
goto finished;

}
else if ( VgsminvthO <Vgl ) I* Subthreshold Region •/
{
tmpS - sqrt(lX) +4X) • (Vgb.Vfb - VgsiranvthO +Vg2)

/(here-sBSIMkl * here->BSIMkl)>,
Conl - 03 * WLCox • hereoBSIMkl * here->BSIMkl

* (-1X) +tmpS);
tmp9 - sqrt(lX) +4X) * (Vgb_Vfb - VgsimnythO)

/(here->BSIMkl * here->BSIMkl));
Con2 -03 * WLCox * here->BSIMkl * here-^BSIMkl

*(-lX) + tmp9);
if( vds <VdsatO ) A triode region •/

{
alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9 - Vgl - 03 * alphax • vds;
tmp9 - MAX(tmp9, le-9);
tmp2-lX)/tmp9;
dtmp9dVbs - -dvthOdVbs - 03 • vds * dalphaxdVbs;
dtmp9dVds - - 03 * alphax;
tmplO - alphax* vds;
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tmpl —tmplO tmp2:
tmpll - vds * tmp2;
tmpl4 - IX) - alphax;
tmpl3 - tmpl4 * vds;
tmpl2 - tmplO * tmpll * tmp2;
tmpl5 - alphax * tmpll /tmp9;
tmpl6 - tmplO * tmplO;
tmpl7 - 0.1667 • Vgl * Vgl;
tmpl8 - 0.125 * tmplO • Vgl;
tmpl9 - 0X)25 * tmpl6;
tmp20 - tmpl7 - tmpl8 +tmpl9;
tmp21 - 2X) * tmpl5 /tmp9 * tmp20; *
Con3 - WLCox * (Vgl +VthO - here->BSIMvfb - here->BSIMphi

- 03 * vds +0.08333 * vds * tmpl);
tmp22 - Conl - Con2;
tmp23 - Con3 - Con2;
delta- IX) /(Vg2 * Vgl * Vgl - Vgl * Vg2 * Vg2);
Coeffb - (tmp22 * Vgl * Vgl - tmp23 * Vg2 * Vg2) * delta;
Coeffc =(Vg2 * tmp23 - Vgl * tmp22) * delta;
qg - Con2 +Coeffb * VgsminvthO +Coeffc * VgsminvthO

•VgsminvthO;
Con3 -- WLCox * (-VthO +here->BSIMvfb +here->BSIMphi

+03 * tmpl3 - 0.08333 * tmpl3 * tmpl);
tmp23 » Con3 - Conl;
Coeffb - (tmp22 * Vgl * Vgl - tmp23 * Vg2 • Vg2) * delta;
Coeffc - (Vg2 * tmp23 - Vgl • tmp22) • delta;
qb - - (Con2 +Coeffb * VgsminvthO +Coeffc * VgsminvthO

* VgsminvthO);
tmp22-Vgl-Vg2;
tmp22 - IX) /(tmp22 • tmp22);
tmp23 - VgsminvthO - Vg2;
tmp23 - tmp23 * tmp23 * tmp22;
qd - - WLCox * (03 * Vgl - 03 • tmplO

+ tmpl5 * tmp20) * tmp23;
cggb - WLCox /tmp8 * (1X) - tmp23) +WLCox • (IX)

- OJ08333 * tmpl2) • tmp23;
cg<fc - WLCox * ( - 03 +016667 • alphax * tmpll

- 0XJ8333 • tmpl2 * drmp9dVds) • tmp23;
cgbb - - WLCox / tmpS • (1X) - tmp23) +WLCox • 0J08333

* (vds * tmpll * dalphaxdVbs - tmpl2 • dtmp9dVbs)
*tmp23;

cgsb- - (cggb + cgdb+ cgbb);
cbgb - - WLCox / tmp8 * (IX) - tmp23) +WLCox• 0X)8333

* tmpl2 * tmpl4 * tmp23;
cbdb - WLCox * tmpl4 • (03 - 0.16667 • alphax * tmpll

+0.08333 • tmpl2 * dmp9dVds)* tmp23;
cbbb - WLCox /tmpS • (IX) - tmp23) - WLCox • (dvthOdVbs
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+03 * vds* dalphaxdVbs +0XJ8333 • vds • tmpll
• (lX)-03 • alphax)* dalphaxdVbs-0XW333
* tmpl4* tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs) * tmp23;

cbsb - - (cbgb +cbdb +cbbb);
cdgb - - WLCox • (03 +tmpl5 • (03333 • Vgl

- 0125 * tmplO) - tmp21) * tmp23;
cddb - WLCox * (03 * alphax +tmp21 * dtmp9dVds

- alphax * tmp2 * tmp2 * (tmpl7 - 2X) * tmpl8
+ 3X)*tmpl9))*tmp23;

cdtib - WLCox • (03 • dvthOdVbs +03 • vds• dalphaxdVbs
+tmp21 * drmp9dVbs - tmpll /tmp9 * (tmpl7

• dalphaxdVbs - 03333 • alphax* Vgl • dvthOdVbs
- 2X) * tmpl8* dalphaxdVbs +0125 * alphax * tmplO
* dvthOdVbs +3X) * tmpl9 • dalphaxdVbs)) * tmp23;

cdsb - - (cdgb +cddb +cdbb);
goto finished;

else if( vds >• VdsatO ) I* saturation region •/
{
alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9 - IX) /(3.0 * alphax);
tmplO-Vgl *tmp9;
tmpll - tmplO / alphax;
Con3 -WLCox • (VthO +Vgl - here->BSIMvfb- here->BSIMphi

- tmplO);
tmp20 - Conl - Con2;
tmp21 - Con3 - Con2;
delta- IX) /(Vg2 * Vgl * Vgl - Vgl • Vg2 • Vg2);
Coeffb - (tmp20 * Vgl * Vgl - tmp21 * Vg2 * Vg2) • delta;
Coeffc - (Vg2 * tmp21 - Vgl • tmp20) * delta;
qg - Con2 +Coeffb * VgsminvthO +Coeffc * VgsminvthO

•VgsminvthO;
Con3 --WLCox • (here->BSIMvfb +here-^SIN^*i - VthO

+ (IX) - alphax) * tmplO);
tmp21 - Con3 - Con2;
Coeffb - (tmp20 • Vgl* Vgl-tmp21* Vg2 • Vg2) * delta;
Coeffc - (Vg2 * tmp21 - Vgl * tmp20) * delta;
qb- - (Con2 +Coeffb • VgsminvthO +Coeffc * VgsminvthO

* VgsminvthO);
tmp20 - Vgl - Vg2;
tmp21 - IX) /(tmp20 * tmp20);
tmp22 - VgsminvthO - Vg2;
tmp23 - tmp22 * tmp22 * tmp21;
qd - - WLCox • 0266667 * Vgl • tmp23;
cggb - WLCox /tmp8 • (IX) - tmp23) +WLCox • (IX) - tmp9)

•tmp23;
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cgdb - OX);
cgbb-- WLCox/tmp8 * (1 jO- tmp23) +WLCox • (tmp9

* dvthOdVbs +tmpll * dalphaxdVbs) * tmp23;
cgsb - - (cggb +cgdb +cgbb);
cbgb - - WLCox / tmp8 • (IX) - tmp23) +WLCox * (tmp9

- 033333) • tmp23;
cbdb-OX);

cbbb - WLCox /tmpS • (IX) - tmp23) - WLCox ♦ ((0.66667
+tmp9) * dvthOdVbs +tmpll • dalphaxdVbs) * tmp23;

cbsb - - (cbgb +cbdb +cbbb);
cdgb - - WLCox • 0266667 • tmp23;
cddb - OX);
cdbb - WLCox * 0266667 * dvthOdVbs • tmp23;
cdsb- - (cdgb +cddb +cdbb);
goto finished;

}
goto finished;

else if( vds <VdsalO ) I* (node region */
{

alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9 - VgsminvthO - 03 * alphax • vds;
tmp9 - MAX(tmp9, le-9);
tmp2-1.0/tmp9;
drmp9dVbs - - dvthOdVbs - 03 * vds * dalphaxdVbs;
drmp9dVds - - 03 * alphax;
tmplO - alphax * vds;
tmpl —tmplO * tmp2;
tmpll - vds * tmp2;
tmpl4 - IX) - alphax;
tmpl3 - tmpl4 * vds;
tmpl2 - tmplO * tmpll • tmp2;
tmpl5 - alphax * tmpll * tmp2;
tmpl6 - tmplO* tmplO;
tmpl7 - 0.16667 * VgsminvthO * VgsminvthO;
tmpl8 - 0.125 * tmplO * VgsminvthO;
tmpl9 - 0X)25 * tmpl6;
tmp20 - tmpl7 - tmpl8 +tmpl9;
tmp21 - 2X) * tmpl5 • tmp2 • tmp20;
qg - WLCox • (vgs - here->BSIMvib - here->BSIMphi

- 03 * vds +0.08333 * vds * tmpl);
ojb - WLCox * ( - VthO +hereoBSIMvfb +here-:*SIMplii

+03 * tmpl3- 0X)8333 * tmpl3• tmpl);
qd - - WLCox • (03 * VgsminvthO - 03 • tmplO

+ tmpl5 * tmp20);
cggb - WLCox * (IX) - 0X)8333 • tmpl2);
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cgdb - WLCox •(- 03 +016667 • alphax • tmpll
- OJ08333 * tmpl2 * dtmp9dVds);

cgbb - WLCox * 0X)8333 * (vds * tmpll * dalphaxdVbs
- tmpl2 * dtmp9dVbs);

cgsb - - (cggb +cgdb +cgbb);
cbgb - WLCox • 0XJ8333 • tmpl2 • tmpl4;
cbdb - WLCox * tmpl4 • (03 - 016667 • alphax • tmpll

+ 0.08333 * tmpl2 * dHnp9dVds);
cbbb -- WLCox • (dvthOdVbs +03 * vds • dalphaxdVbs

+0.08333 • vds • tmpll • (IX) - 03 * alphax)
* dalphaxdVbs-0X)8333 • tmpl4* tmpl2 • dtmp9dVbs>,

cbsb -- (cbgb +cbdb +cbbb);
cdgb -- WLCox* (03 +tmpl5 * (03333 • VgsminvmO

-0125* tmplO)-tmp21);
cddb - WLCox * (03 • alphax +tmp21 * dtmp9dVds

- alphax * tmp2* tmp2 * (tmpl7 - 2X) * tmpl8
+ 3.0 * tmpl9));

cdbb - WLCox * (03 * dvthOdVbs +03 • vds* dalphaxdVbs
+ tmp21 * drjmp9dVbs - tmpll / tmp9 * (tmpl7

* dalphaxdVbs - 03333 * alphax * VgsrninvthO
* dvthOdVbs - 2X) * tmpl8 * dalphaxdVbs +0125
* alphax * tmplO * dvthOdVbs + 3X) * tmpl9
* dalphaxdVbs));

cdsb - - (cdgb +cddb +cdbb);
goto finished;

>
elseif( vds >- VdsatO ) I* saturation region */

{
alphax-A;
dalphaxdVbs - dadVbs;
tmp9 - IX) /(3.0 * alphax);
tmplO - VgsminvthO * tmp9;
tmpll - tmplO / alphax;
qg - WLCox * (vgs - here->BSIMvfb - here->BSIMphi - tmplO);
qb - WLCox * (here-sBSIMvfb +here-^BSIMjphi - VthO

+ (IX) - alphax) * tmplO);
qd - - WLCox • 0266667 * VgsminvthO;
cggb- WLCox • (1X) - tmp9);
cgdb-OX);
cgbb - WLCox * (tmp9 * dvthOdVbs +tmpll * dalphaxdVbs);
cgsb - - (cggb +cgdb +cgbb);
cbgb-WLCox • (tmp9 -033333);
cbdb-OX);
cbbb - - WLCox* ((0.66667 +tmp9) * dvthOdVbs

+ tmpll * dalphaxdVbs);
cbsb- - (cbgb + cbdb +cbbb);
cdgb - - WLCox * 0266667;
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cddb-OX);
cdbb - WLCox * 0266667 * dvthOdVbs;
cdsb- - (cdgb +cddb +cdbb);
goto finished;

}
}

finished: /* returning Values to Calling Routine */

•gmPointer- gm;
♦gdsPointer - gds;
•gmbsPointer - gmbs;
•qgPointer - qg;
•qbPointer - qb;
•qdPointer - qd;
*cggbPointer - cggb;
•cgdbPointer = cgdb;
*cgsbPointer = cgsb;
*cbgbPointer - cbgb;
*cbdbPointer = cbdb;
*cbsbPointer - cbsb;
*cclgbPointer - cdgb;
*cddbPointer- cddb;
•cdsbPointer - cdsb;
•cdrainPointer - MAX(Ids, lX)e-50);
*vonPointer - Von;
*vdsatPointer - Vdsat;
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